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An investigation of three different cosmological topics is 
presented in this Thesis. In Chapters 2, 3 and 4 a review of spatially 
homogeneous cosmologies is presented setting up the mathematical 
p r e 1 i m i n a r i e s f or t h e d i s c u s s i on of t h e d y n am i c s of t h e B i an c h i 
Uni verses contained in the following Chapters. The first investigation 
concentr:1tes on the applicability of the automc,r·phis.m group of the 
Bianchi Lie algebras in reducing the time dependence of the metric of 
such models. The simplified metric and the Einstein field equations are 
given for all non-abelian non-semisimple Bianchi types. A qualitative 
analysis of the vacuum, orthogonal and tilted perfect fluid field 
equations is also included. The second investigation is concerned with 
the n a tu re of t he i n i t i a l s i n g u 1 a r i t y i n th e Fr i e dm an n - Le Ma i tr· e -
Robertson-Walker Universes as seen by a fast-moving observer. Finally, 
an investigation of the smoothing-out of local inhomogeneities at 
different scales of description of the Universe is presented in the 
last Chapter of the Thesis. Each of these investigations is followed by 
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1 . 1 Out 1 in e 
For the past thirty y a or so the dynamics and geometry of the large scale 
structure of the Universe have been investigated mainly in the 1 ight of the 
Spatially Homogeneous Cosmological Models. The reason for that is at least two-
fold: Firstly, these models represent a large class of 'physically reasonable' 
cosmological models, as they agree with the current observational status of 
homogeneity; and secondly, they are mathematically more tractable than the 
inhomogeneous models, as in this case the Einstein field equations involve only 
ordinary (non-linear) differential equations of a single variable (~vhich can be 
chosen to be the cosmic time t) rather than involving partial differential 
equations in all space-time variables xa. 
A space-time is spatially homogeneous when there is a continuous group of 
ise>!r.~lries acting transitively on 3-dimensional spacelike 
hypersurfaces are then 'surfaces of homogeneity' becaus 
ersurfaces. These X-
quantity 
has the same value everywhere on them. We shall denote the surfaces of 
homogeneity by S(t), where tis a parameter along the integral curves of the 
normal vector field to these surfaces. The group of isometries may act simply or 
multiply transitively according to the number of Killing vector fields in the 
surfaces S(t). The models with a multiply transitive action fal I into two 
' ( 
' 
categories: models with a 6-dimensional group of isometries and models with a 4-
dimensional group of isometries. The simply transitive models have a 3-
dimensional group of isometries. 
The Friedmann-LeMaftre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) models constitute the class 
fields are responsible for the spatial homogeneity 
Three of the Ki 11 i ng vec to~,. of models with a 6-dimensional group of isometries. 
vector fields form a 3-dimensional subgroup of isotropies, 
Killing rt~ 
which leave the 
orthogonal direction to S(t) invariant. Thus the FLRlJ Universes are spatially 
isotropic in addition to their spatial homogeneity. The models with a 4-
dimensional group of isometries are called Locally Rotationally Symmetric (LRS) 
<Ellis, 1967) because they have a 1-dimensional isotropy subgroup. (The 
Kantowski-Sachs model has a 4-dimensional group of isometries, however there is 
no 3-dimensional subgroup that acts simply transitivelj on the 3-dimensional 
spacelike hypersurfaces (see Kantowski and Sachs, 1966 and also Collins, 1976)). 
Strictly speaking, Bianchi Universes are the spatially homogeneous models 
which have a 3-dimensional group of isometries acting simply transitively on the ~ 
#'~--~' surfaces of homogeneity. subgroups. However i. ~ 
general the FLRW and LRS (except the Kantm,Jski-Sachs case) models are considered 
as being Bianchi models with additional symmetries as they always have a 3-
d imensional subgroup that acts simply transitively on S(t) plus a 1- or 3-
d imens i ona 1 isotropy subgroup. 
The dynamics of the Bianchi Universes has been lengthily investigated by 
many au th ors <Taub, 1951; Heckmann and Schuk i ng, 1962; El 1 is and Mac Ca 11 um, 
1969; Maccallum, 1973; Ryan and Shepley, 1975; MacCallum, 1979b). However in all 
these investigations one of two approaches have been adopted in order to obtain 
the Einstein field equations. The first approach considers an orthonormal tetrad 
basis wher·e the 3-spacel ike vectors. are the invariant vector fields under the 3-




the structure functions and the Einstein equations determine the evolution of 
the expansion, shear and rotation of the normal congruence (cf. El 1 is and 
Maccallum, 1969). The second approach is obtained when we choose a (non-
orthonormal) tetrad basis where the 3-spacelike invariant vector fields are also 
chosen to be invariant by dragging along the normals to the surfaces S(t). Thus 
in this case the time dependence remains in the metric components and the 
structure functions become constant everywhere in the space-time (cf. Ryan and 
Shepley, 1975 and Heckmann and Shucking, 1962). 
Recently in a short letter, Siklos (1980) has suggested that by combining 
the two approachs a relatively simpler form for the metric and field equations 
for Bianchi Universes can be obtained. The central idea r·elies on the use of the 
time-dependent automorphism group of the Bianchi Lie algebras to simplify the 
metric time dependence and hence the field equations. The automorphism group is 
the group of transformations that leave the Bianchi symmetr y group structure 
constants invariant. In other words the canonical form of the structure 
constants is preserved under the automorphism group action. 
As an application of this method to simplify the metric and field equations, 
Siklos considered the Bianchi type VIh space-time and then briefl y discussed 
extending his results to other class B Bianchi Universes. Hm<Jever the 
modifications pointed out by him to obtain such extension are shown in this 
thesis to be incorr incomplete. Additionally, Siklos made no further 
attempt to consider the application of this method to the class A Bianchi 
Universes. Here we also discuss the application of this method to the class A 
models with particular attention to Bianchi type II. 
The application of this method has been previously considered by Coll ins and 
Hawking 
deal with 
nd also by Bogoyavlenski and Novikov (1973). However both papers 





the extension to general Bianchi types. The most extensive use of the 
automorphism group in this direction has been contained in the work done by 
Jantzen (1979, 1983), where the Hamiltoniam formalism and the scale invariance 
of the Einstein field equations were employed to investigate the dynamics of the 
perfect fluid spatially homogeneous cosmologies. 
In Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis we describe this method systematically 
and discuss the usefulness of the time dependent automorphism group of the 
Bianchi Lie algebras as a tool to simplify the metric and field equations for 
the Bianchi Universes. The topic will be presented in a new simple geometric 
fashion, rather than relying on large segments of Group Theory as in the 
Ham i 1 t approach developed by Jantzen (1979, 1983). A number of outstanding 
points will be clarified from the Siklos paper, in particular the field 
equations are presented in a form covering all Bianchi types and the full 
au t om or p h i sm gr· o u p an d i n v a r i an c e f am i 1 y f or e a c h B i an c h i t y p e i s g i v e n i n 
detail. The detailed investigation of the field equations is done using the 
Bianchi type VIIh as the foundation for the computations. tiuwever, as will be 
shQl..<1n in section 6.3, a simple extension of the Bianchi type l)IIh results allow 
some other Bianchi types to be easily cbns i de red. The Bianchi types V and I I are 
automorphism group which gives 
The results presented here form a 
coherent geometrically simple approach throwing new 1 ight on the field equations 
simplified b:1 the use of the automorphism group. 
In a recent paper Rosquist (1984) has presented the regularized field 
equations for the Bianchi type V\ Universes as a ?-dimensional autonomous 
system. This system admits a 4-dimensional Taub subsystem which is sufficiently 
general to allm<1 rotation of the matter flm<1 lines. While investigating 
equilibrium solutions of the Taub subsystem, Rosquist has found an exact 




type VII Universes filled with radiation (Rosquist, 
0 
1984 and 1983). A closer 
investigation of the Taub subsystem has been done by myself and M. Jaklitsh. We 
have found three other solutions for the Taub equilibrium subsystem 
corresponding to vacuum, dust and radiation Bianc~i type VI Universes. The dust 
0 
and radiation solutions are non-tilted and belong to the family of solutions for 
Bianchi type VI previouslr found by Coll ins (1971). Hmvever the vacuum solution 
0 
has shown to be inconsistent with the results obtained in Chapter 6 of this 
the s i s, name 1 >", that for the class A vacuum Bianchi types VI and VII the 
0 0 
special automorphism group parameters must be constant. Thi, is in confrontation 
with the vacuum 'solution' found from the Taub subsystem given by Rosquist 
(1984). In fact, we have found that the vacuum case in the whole Hamiltonian 
formal ism of Jantzen should be treated as a specific case, or at least ~vith 
caution, as in this case the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints cannot be used 
to replace the matter variables for the geometric ones, which represents one of 
the major achievements in the Jantzen Hamiltonian formulation. 
In a mixture of the Jantzen approach and the geometric approach developed 
here, we have shown that, in fact, the correct Taub subsrstem for the vacuum 
Bianchi type VI does not admit an equilibrium solution. A similar result also 
0 
holds for the compactified autonomous system for the vacuum Bianchi type · VII 
0 
Universe. The dust and radiation solutions, the correct Hamiltonian formulation 
for the vacuum case for the non-abelian non-semisimple class 8 Bianchi types, 
and a 1-parameter families of vacuum :.olutions for the class B Bianchi types IV, 
VIh and VIIh ~vill appear else~vhere (a preprint copy of this article is given in 
the Appendix). 
It is a well established result that all spatially homogeneous Universe 
models with 'reasonable physical conditions' originate at initial singularitr. 





seventies by Hawking and Penrose (Hawking and Penrose, 1970; see also Hawking 
and Ellis, 1973). Intuitively, a singularity is a ' place' where some quantities 
such as the energy density or the scalar curvature become unbounded; in other 
words they become infinite at the singularity. Many different kinds of space-
time singularities have been found in the context of spatially homogeneous 
cosmologies. The most common singularities are the Big-Bang type of singularity, 
h011Jever a variety of different sorts of singularities occur in the Bianchi 
Universes, in particular for the tilted models (cf, Ellis and King, 1974; Ellis 
and Schmidt, 1977 and Collins and Ellis, 1979). 
The singularity theorems guarantee the existence of space-time 
s ingularities, nevertheless they give very little information concerning the 
,,,---------amp I e, ?? detailed nature of those singularities. As 
where the s i ngu 1 ar i t y occurs (whether in in the or how - • 
strong the singularity is (see Tipler, 1977), or the behaviour of particles 
approaching to it. Thus, most of the current investigations on singula~ities 
have been concentrated essentiall y on the understanding of their nature rather 
than trying to find or prove more general statements on their existence. 
Chapter 7 is dedicated to the problem of the nature of the singularit y . 
There an investigation of the nature of the initial singularity in FLRW 
Universes is carried out. It is shown that different observers have different 
views of the singularity. In particular, for a fast moving observer approaching 
the singularity, the rate of change of any spatially homogeneous quantity 
measured by him will 
However, this 
proper time of 
measured by a fundamental observer. 
~hen the measurements are performed in the 
fast moving observer experiences much stronger 
gravitational tidal forces compressing him in the direction of the motion than 
in the perpendicular directions. Thus the fast moving observer is anisotropical-






compression experienced by the fundamental observer. These effects might not 
have major implications for the internal structure of particles or their 
interactions near the singularity, but certainly they change our view of the 
isotropic singularity and hence of its nature - because most particles in the 
early Universe will indeed be moving fast relative to a fundamental observer. 
So far our 'best-fit' Universe models have assumed that at large scale <that 
i s > 1 0 0 Mp c . ) t h e Un i v e r s e 1 o o K s s p a t i a 1 1 y h om o g e n e o u s an d i so t r op i c • Ho~~ e v e r , 
t h i s i s n o t t r u e w h e n sm a 1 1 e r s c a 1 e s ( < 1 0 0 Mp c . ) a r e t a K e n i n t o a c c o u n t. I n 
fact, at the scale where the stars and galaxies are seen as individual objects, 
the Universe looks highly inhomogeneous and anisotropic. Thus it would be useful 
to have cosmological models considering the Universe at different scales of 
description, where the ultimate scale would be in good agreement 
present observational status of spatial homogeneity and isotropy at 
other words, to have a cosmological model which at small scales 
1 oca 1 inhomogeneities but through a continuous 'smoothing-out ' procedure 
approaches at large scales to the FLRW Universes . 
One way to construct these 'Lumpy Universes Models' is by defining different 
scales of description of the Universe, where the large scale description is 
ob t a i n e d by sm o o t h i n g-o u t t h a t a t t h e sm a 1 1 s c a 1 e • Th e i de a i s t h u s t o h av e a 
series of metrics that describe the space-time properties at different scales, 
the transition from one to another being a result essentially of the smoothing-
out of the metric on each scale. This immediately 'srnoothing-
giv@ the 
corresponding smoothed-out one. These smoothing-out operators should, of course, 
satisfy cectain conditions as foe example composition. ,J,€{tl] ti 
out operator·s' w h e n a p p 1 i e d t o a sm a 1 1 s c a 1 e q u an t i t 
How to define a smoothing-out opera tor is unc 1 ear '4~ whether app 1 y it 
~ ,\ 




cit.) ~11ith the !-parameter families of vacuum solutions for Bianchi t ypes IV, 
1 .2 Notation and Conventions 
In this thesis we assume: 
- Latin letters a, b, c ... are used to refer to a general basis vJhile the 
l etters i , J, k ... are used to refer to a coordinate basis. Greek letters a,,, 
Y ... are used to represent the spatial part of a geometric quantit y . 
- The s ymbol~ means tensor product. 
- If M is a Riemannian manifold, TM stands for the tanqent space of Mat p, p -
"" where p is a point of M. r ·· M denotes the cotangent space or dual space to the 
p 
tangent s pace. TM and T*M represents the tangent and cotangent bundles 
re!:.pecti vel y . 
- An y vector field VE TM will be written in terms of a general vector basis 
{E ) as 
a 
where { a . = 
I 
i a/ a x ) denotes a coordinate basis. The dual to {E } is denoted by 
a 
CEa}, where <Ea, Eb > = ,ab defines the dualit y . An y 1-form field will be written 
in terms of {Ea) as 
W = W Ea= W Ea .dxi, 
a a 1 · 




the energy density or the shear) in order to obtain the smoothed-out metric 
describing the large scale properties of the space-time, is open to question. 
The last chapter of this thesis is dedicated to the investigation of such ideas. 
We give a general picture of the properties of the smoothing-out operators and 
discuss how the Einstein field equations change when applied to different 
scales. A particular smoothing-out operator is suggested and the energy momentum 
tensor describing the large scale properties of the space-time is given. There 
i·s no evidence the strong energy condition for the smoothed-out scale is 
satisfied for all observers, even if it is assumed to be valid for the small 
scale. However, Carfora and Marzuoll i (1984) claim that in the transition from 
locally inhomogeneous and anisotropic spatially closed Universes into closed 
FLRW Universes (A= 0) the dominant energy condition is not violated. On the 
other hand, in the Turbulance papers of Marochnik et al. ( 1975), where an 
averaging operator has also been defined, the turbulance energy and pressure can 
both be negative, and enter into the field equations describing the system in 
an equal footing with the energy and presssure of matter. Actuall y , they have 
concluded that the singularity in an Universe which is homogeneous and isotropic 
on the average, is not inevitable. Thus it is unclear· if the s. ingularity 
theorems apply to the smoothed-out (large scale) scale of description, assuming 
they do at the small scale. 
In summary, the Thesis is divided as follows: i) Chapters 2, 3 and 4 give an 
introduction to spatially homogeneous cosmologies and establish the mathematical 
p r e l i m i n a r i e s , i i ) Ch a p t e r s 5 an d 6 a r e c on c er n e d VJ i t h t h e au t om or p h i sm gr o u p of 
the Bianchi Lie algebras and their application to simplify the metric of Bianchi 
Universes, i i i ) in Chapter 7 an investigation of the nature of the initial 
singularity in FLRW Universes seen by a fast moving observer is presented and 
f i na I 1 y, iv) Chapter 8 is dedicated to the smoothing-out problem of different 
scales of the Universe. In the Appendix we reproduce a copy the preprint (op. 
8 
- A vector field V operating on a geometrical quantit;;, f say, is denoted b ;1 
a 
IJ d f, 
a 
Symmetrization is denoted by round brackts '( ) ' and antisymmetrization by 
square-br·ackets '[ J'. 
- The sign convention for the curvature tensor is defined in equation (2.35). 





RIEHANNIAN MANIFOLDS AND SPACE-TIME STRUCTURE 
The a im of this chapter is to gi ve a summary of the basic concepts of a 
Riemannian Manifold and to describe the Space-Time structure. It is assumed that 
the elementary notions of differential geometry are known. Many references in 
~hich further details may be found are given in the text. 
2.1 Riemannian Manifolds 
1 
A smooth manifold M is a Riemannian Manifold if a continuous tensor field 
g of t ype ( 0,2 ) , called the metric tensor, is defined on it such that g 
satisfies: 
1 ) g<V,U ) = g<U,V), for al 1 V,U on TM. 
2) g<V+V ' ,U) = g<V, U) + g(V ' ,U), 
3 ) g<aV,U ) = ag (V,U), a E R, 
4) g<V,U) = 0 for a 11 V i ff u = 0' 
5) g<V,V ) ) 0. 
If property 5) does not hold the manifold is called a Pseudo-Riemannian 
Manifold <Choquet-Bruhart et al.,1978 ) . We ~,iill be dealing vJith pseudo-
Riemannian manifolds. 
The components of the metric tensor g with respect to a general vector basis 
Ea a r e g i v e n by ( H a1,1J k i n g an d E 1 1 i s , 1 9 7 3 ) 




which is simply the Euclidean scalar (or dot) product of the vector basis Ea 
In a coordinate basis we have 
as g .. is symmetric, the relation (2.2) is normally ~vritten as 
IJ 




The property 4) enables us to define a unique symmetric tensor of type (2.0) 
having ab a components g with respect to a general vector basis <E} dual to 
by the r·elations 
ac a 




In other· l-'JOrds the matrix (gab) is just the inver·se matr-ix to (gab). An 
isomorphism can then be set up between contravariant and covar-iant tensors via 
ab r-a1s1ng and lowering of indices by use of g and gab' respectively (Choquet-
Bruhat et al.,1978). Let va be the contra1Jariant components of a vector· field V; 
a then v are the covariant components of V uniquely associated to v by 
a 
<=> a ab V = g 'Jb • (2.5) 
Equations (2.5) are extended to tensors similarly. 
The signature of the metric tensor g is defined as the difference between 
the number- of its positive and negative eigenvalues at a point p of M. When the 
signature of g is sign(g) = n - 2, with n the dimension of the manifold, we say 
that g is a Lorentzian metric (Ha~vl<ing and Ellis,1973). For the case of n = 4, 
with which we will be mainly concerned, the manifold is called hyperbolic, and 
its metric is said to be a hyperbolic metric. 
A .!l.QlJ_ cone structure may be defined on a hyperbolic manifold by 
12 
• g<V,V) = o, V ~ 0 <=> 
a b 
Q bV V -a = o. (2.6) 
A vector· field that satisfies equation <2.6) is called .!l.!J..ll. If Vis a vector 
field such that 
g<V,V) < 0 




gabv v < O, 
a b 
gabv v ) O, 
then ~11e say that V is a timel iKe or· spacel iKe, respectively. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
A connection2 'v at a point p of M is a map ~11hich assigns to each vector 
field V at pa differential operator 'v V which when applied to a 
k C -vector 
K-1 field U gives a C -vector field 'vVU' with the following properties: 
1 ) 'v V + UW = 'v VW + 'v UW (2.9) 
2) 'v VO:U+W) = 'v u V + 'v VW 
(2.10) 
3) v vf = V<f) (2.11) 
4) 'v fVU = f 'v vu ,: 2. 12) 
5) 'v V,: fU) = f 'v vu + V<f)U, (2.13) 
where V, U, and Ware vector fields and f is a scalar function. 
The covariant derivative of a vector field U with respect to Vat a point p 
of M is defined as'vVU. a If {E} and {E} are vector field and 1-form field 
a 
bases, then the covariant derivative of U in the direction of V is given 
by ( Ha~11k i n g and El 1 i s, 1 973) 
U , a b) E "v =~u ;bv a' (2.14) 
where 
a a + ra C 
U j b = U I b be U I (2.15) 
a a 
and since <E ,Eb>=, b' 
13 
V E = re E 
E a ba c 
b 




terms re ab defined in equation (2.16) are the connection coefficients 
and relate the M. The covariant 
extended to tensors Hawking and Ellis,1973). 
A vector field 
and Choquet-Bruhat et al. ,1978) 
(2.17) 
w h e r e t h e v e c t or V i s t h e t an g e n t v e c t or t o t h e c u r v e }' < t ) . Th e v e c t o r'il VU i s 
some t i me s de n o t e d by DU/ D t • A c u r v e }' < t ) i s a g e ode s i c i ff 
(2.18) 
where f is a scalar function. When f=O, the parameter t is cal led an affine 
parameter. Parallel transport can also be extended to tensors (see Hawking and 
Ellis,1973). 
2.2 The Torsion Tensor 
The torsion tensor is defined as 
S(V,U) ='ilvU -'iluV - [V,UJ, (2.19) 
where V and U are arbitrary uec tor fie 1 ds and CV, UJ is the commutator of V and U 
defined by 
CV,UJf = V<U(f)) - U<V<f)), (2.20) 





In a general basis CE) the torsion tensor components are given by 
a 
where the Yabc are the defined from the vector basis commutators by 
The commutators defined in equation(2.22) are such that 
<=> 
( 2. 21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
a }'d + "e "d = O (2.24) 
[ a be J ' [be' a J e ' 
where equation (2.24) are the Jacobi identities. 
The set CE) is called a coof'dinate basis Of' holonomic basis (Schouten, 
a 
1 9 5 4 ) i -ff a I I t h e c omm u t a t o ,-. s v an i sh , i . e . , 
In a coordinate basis the tof'sion tensor is given by 
i i i 
S j K = r .K - r Kj' J • (2.25) 
l·Jh en ,..a = 0' equation (2.21) ,-.educes to ~ be 
ya = ra be be 
ra 
cb' (2.26) 
thus, in the particuJa,-. case of a coof'dinate basis we have 
i 
r jk = 
i 
r kj' (2.27) 





In a Riemannian manifold M there exists a unique 1 inear connection such that 
1) Sabe= O, i.e., the torsion tensor- vanishes 
2) Q b = o, i. e., the covariant derivative of the metr-ic tensor vanishes. -a j C 
(See Choquet-Bruhat et al., 1978 for proof). The connection that satifies 1) and 
2) is called a Riemannian connection. 
The Riemannian connection coefficients are given, in a general basis {E }, 
a 
by 
r abc = t/2 (gab c + g b - Qb + y b + y b - Yb ) ' , ca, - c,a a c ca ca 





= 9adr be' In a coor-dinate basis they are 
( 2.28) 
(2.29) 
which is the well Known definition of the Christoffel symbols in terms of the 
metric. 
We will assume from now on that the torsion tensor vanishes, Sabe= O, and 
the connection satisfies Q b = 0. -a j C 
2.3 The Curvature Tensor 
I t is a well Kn 0 sult that th, covariant derivatives do not in genera 1 
commute. This non-commutativity is in fact due to the pr-esence of curvature of 
the manifold. The curvature tensor R is defined by 
(2.30) 
16 
where V,U and Ware vector fields. 
In a general basis CE} the curvature or Riemann tensor, components are 
a 
given by 
a f a f 
r dfr cb + r fby de' (2.31) 
The curvature tensor has the following properties: 
(2.32) 
a 
R [bed] = O (2.33) 
R\.[cd;fJ = o, Bianchi identities. (2.34) 
An y non-zero vector field V in M satis ~ the Ricci identit y <which is 





- V = ; cb 
a d 
R dbc v • ,: 2. 35) 
The Ricci tensor i s defined b:, the contraction of the Riemann tensor as 
C 
= R b' ac ( 2.36) 
It is a s ymmetric tensor, Rab= Rba' The Ricci tenso r components are g i ven by 
R = cl re 
ab c ba (2.37) 
A Riemannian manifold is said to be flat ~I/hen the curvature tensor R 
vanishes at all points p of M. ~Jhen the Ricci tensor vanishes = 0 ) 
e v e r yw h e r· e i n M , t h e man i fo 1 d i s s a i d t o be R i c c i f 1 a t. 






By contraction of the Bianchi identities (2.34) we get 
R - R + Rd = O, 
ab;c ac;b abc;d 
(2.39) 
which (multipling by gac) gives 
(2.40) 
Equations (2.40) are known as the contracted Bianchi identities. 
2.4 The Space-Time Structure of General Relativity 
Space-time structure is the primary concept of the Theory of General 
Relativity. Since here we are interested in the geometrical and dynamical 
aspects of a class of relativistic cosmological models, it is relevant to give 
the definition of space-time and some of its characteristics. 
, 
Let (M,g) and (M ,9) represent two Riemannian manifold structures. They are 
said to be isomorphic when there exists a diffeomorphism $ M ~ M such that 
its induced map•* carries g into g , 
called an isomorphism (Boothby, 1975). 
A space-time is the class all 
i . e • , • * g = g . Th e d i f f e om or f i sn\ • i s 
irs (M,g~ ~ -· 
dimensional smooth Riemannian manifold and g is a hyperbolic metric with 
signature +2 on M <Hawking and Ell is, 1973). 
The Einstein tensor is a symmetric second order tensor Gab defined by 
(2.41) 






Gab = O, 
;b 
as a result of the contracted Bianchi identities. 
(2.42) 
/ 
In a space-time there might be "matter fields" such as scalar or 
eletrornagnetic fields, comprising the matter content of the space-time. The 
discribed by a second order tensor, denoted Tab' called the 
tensor field, so- that it obeys the following 
postulates <Hawking and Ellis, 1973) ~lrt5~1 ~ 
1) Local causality, ~1Jhich states that no signal joining any two points of the 
space-time can travel 11Jith a speed greater than that of light. 
2) Local conservation of ener·gy, ~1Jhich states that the energy-momentum tensor of 
the matter fields must be conserved, that is, 
Tab = 0. 
;b 
(2.43) 
3) The Einstein Field Equations, 
Gab= Tab' (2.44) 
must hold on the space-time. (Throughout this thesis we use the system of units 
with c =BUG= 1, Sachs and Wu, 1977). 
Sometimes the Einstein field equations are written in the more general form 
where A is the cosmological constant. Equation (2.45) is divergence free 
<Rab - 1/2 Rgab + Agab )·b 
' 
= Tab = 0. 
;b 








where T is the ~ ace of the energy momentum tensor. 
The matter field present in the 
can be found fr appropriate Lagrangian (Ha1,11King and Ellis, 
not concern ourselves here with the construction of 




in ~\lhich ~<Je are 
~11hich is <Ellis, 1971) 







is the fluid 4-velocity, chosen to satisfy u ua = -1. The pressure p is assumed 
a 
to be related to the energy density µ via an equation 
p = p(µ), (2.49) 
which we shall choose to be of the form 
p = <r - 1)µ, r = constant, (2.50) 
~11here 1 Sr S 2. The case r = 1 <=> p = 0 is called dust; the case r = 4/3 <=> 
p = (1./3)µ is called radiation and the extreme case ofµ= 2 <=> p = µ is called 
stiff matter· . 
Footnotes: 
1) By smooth we mean paracompact connected 
b o u n d a r y < s e e Haw K i n g an d E 1 1 i s , 1 9 7 3 ) . 
C 
<o 
Hausdorff manifdld without 





C~INUOUS GROUPS OF TRANSFORMATIONS 
The Theory of Lie Groups and Lie Algebras plays an important role in the 
description of the continuous symmetries of the space-time. As we will see in 
Chapter 4, the continuous symmetries of a space-time are given in terms of 
Killing vector fields which are the generators of the Lie ale 
~·(A• 
group of isometries. The e;'<is.tence of at least threell Kill ' ng 
the Lie 
fields 
acting on space-1 ike hyper·s.urfaces reduces the Einstein field equations from 
non-linear partial differential equations to non-linear ordinar y differential 
equations in a single variable, which can be choosen to be the cosmic time t. 
In this Chapter an introduction to continuous Lie groups of transformations 
i s given. As in Chapter 2, we vJill concern ourselves mainl y with the 
nomenclature and results, rather than with their development or proof, for which 
the reader may consult references cited in the te xt. 
3.1 Lie Groups and Lie Algebras 
In this section, the basic notions of the theory of abstract groups are 
assumed to be Known. There are many books on the subject; the reader may consult 






A Lie Group is a set which has at the same time both a group structure and a 
manifold structure, and where the group operation 
GXG-+G 
-1 <a,b) -+ ab , 
is a C~-map (Cohn, 1957; Sagle and Walde, 1973). 
A trivial Lie group is then-dimensional real manifold Rn under the 
operation of (vector) addition. One of the most important Lie groups is the 
General Linear Group inn real dimensions GL<n,R), 1,vhich is the set of all non-
singular nxn real matrices under the operation of matrix multiplication <von 
Westenholz, 1978). 
A natural map defined on a Lie group G is a Left Translation 
L G -+ G 
a 
b-+ Lb= ab 
a 
Similarly ~ve can define a fil.9.h..i Translation 
R G -+ G 
a 
Both 
b-+ Rb= ba. 
a 
the left and right translations 
commute <Cohn, 1957 and Maccallum, 1973). 
are diffeomorphisms, 
< 3. 1) 
(3.2) 
and 
A left (right) translation L (R) induces a map (L )K ((R >.> from the a a a ,.. a ,.. 
tangent space of G at b E G, Tb(G), to the tangent space Tab(G), for all a of G 
(von Westenholz, 1978). This enables us to define left (right) invariant vector 
fields as follows: 
A vector field Von G is said to be left (right) invariant vector field if 
for every a, b E G we have 
V<L b) = 




= V<R b) = V(ab), 
a 
respectively. From (3.3) and (3.4) we see immediately that 




The equations (3.5) and (3.6) state that the value of V can be Known 
everywhere on Gas long as we Known its value at the identity e of G and the 
action of the left or right translations. Therefore a left (right) invariant 
vector field is defined globally on G. 
3.2 lie Algebras 
A,- Lie Algebra Q is a finite dimensional real vector· space such that the 
product of two vectors, defined as tX,Yl, satisfies 
1) bi linearity over R 
tcxX + PY, Zl = atX,Zl + PtY,Zl 
2) antis:m,metry 
tX,Yl = - tY,Xl 
3) Jacobi identity 
tX,[Y,Zll + tZ,tY,Xll + tY,tZ,XJl = O, 





Let {X , a= 1 ... r) be a basis for a Lie algebra Q. As the commutator of two 
ve is 
constants Ca such that 
be 
a 
= C b X , 
C a 
(3.7) 
The constants C's are the structure constants of the Lie algebra Q. It 
follows from 1) 1 2) and 3) that the structure constants transform under a change 
cif basis of Q as a third order tensor and that 
(3.8) 
f a 
c (bee dJf = (3.9) 
:::1 
he last is a result of the Jacobi identity. 
The vector subspace formed by the commutators 
D = {CX,YJ X and Y E Q), (3.10) 
forms the derived algebra of Q . 
We say that a Lie algebra is abel ian VJhen 
CX,YJ = O, for all X, YE Q; 
in other words if its derived algebra is 0-dimensional. 
The commutator of two left (right) invariant vector fields is also a left 
( right) invariant vector field; therefore the set of all left (right) invariant 
vector fields generates a Lie algebra. We define the Lie algebra .Qi~ Lie~ 
Gas the Lie algebra of its left invariant vector fields. It can be shown that 
the dimension of the Lie algebra Q is equal to the dimension of the Lie group 
G (von Westenholz, 1978). 








t ••• r} is a basis for the algebra Q of the right invariant vector fields then 
(Mac Ca 11 um, 1979a) 
(Xa, ~J= O. (3.11) 
If we define the structure constants of Q by 
(3.12) 
then since {X} and <X} are bases of T(G) we have that a -a 
(3.13) 
From equations (3.12) and (3.13) we can shm~ that by an appropriate choice of 
If b = 
a 
-& b we have a , 
(3.14) 
which shows that the Lie algebras are isomorphic. Any Lie group has a unique 
Lie algebra associated to it. However the converse is only true up to 
homomorphism (Cohn, 1957). 
3.3 Lie Groups of Transformations 
Let M be an n-dimensional Riemanniam manifold and Gan r-dimensional Lie 
group. We say that G acts on M if there is a map 
T GXM-+M 




1) T<e,x) = x, for all x in Mand e identity of G, 
2) T<a,T(b,x)) = T(ab,x), for all x in Mand a,b in G. 
For the saKe of s imp 1 i city the map T 
T M ~ M 
a 
x ~Tax= ax, 
where a is any element of G. 
The set of all transformations T , 
a 
G X M ~ M is shortened to 




T .T -1 = T => T -1 = (T) 
a a e a a 
and thus form a group under composition . . This 
group of transformations on M is called the Lie~ Qf. transfor·mations of M 
( Eisenhart, 1962). 
EM, 
A group of transformations is said to act effectively on 
T x = x => a= e E G. 
a 
When a Lie group G is r-dimensional, the associated group of 
transformations is said to haver-parameters. If the group of transformations 
acts effectively, then we say that it has r-essential parameters. From now on we 
sha 11 assume that the group of transformations acts effectively, i.e., it has 
only essential parameters. We will denote this group by G . 
r 
The set of all points of M that can be reached from a single point of x of M 
by the action of the group of transformations G is called the orbit or 
r 
trajectory of G at x. In other words the orbit of x EM is given by 
r 
0 = { T x; a E GJ 
a 
(3.16) 
The orbit is a submanifold of M. Of course the orbit dimension is always less 




A submanifold M' of Mis an invariant manifold of G ~~hen r 
T M' = W , for a 11 a E G. 
a 
It is clear that the orbits of Mare invariant submanifolds of M. 
(3.17) 
A group of transformations is said to act transitivelv on M if for any two 
points x and y of M there is at least one transformation T E G such that 
a r 
TX= y , 
a 
The action is simply transitive when the transformation T that Joins the 
a 
two points x and y is unique. In other words, we say that the group G is simply r 
transitive when there is one and only one way to go from a point x in M to any 
other point y in M by a single group action. This is equivalent to sa y ing that 
r = n, where r is the group dimension. 
multiply transitively. 
When r > n the group G is sa id to act r 
Although a group of transformations acts transitively on its orbits, this 
action can be simply transitive in some orbits and mult ipl y transitive on 
others. 
Then we define a subgroup of G such that it leaves a point x of M fi xed. This r 
subgroup is called the stability .9..C..Q..!!Q. of Mat x and is defined by ') 
/.io-/roj)J 7roup. 
S = { T a E G j T x = x}. < 3, 18) x a' a 
The stability group s 
X 
at x of M is an invariant subgroup of 
t r ansformations G (Eisenhart, 1962). r 
The dimension of the stability group S at xis given by 
X 
s = r - d, 
the group of 
( 3.19) 





isometries <Eisenhart, 1962; Maccallum, 1979a). 
A manifold M is said to be a homogeneous space of a Lie group of 
transformations when the action of G on Mis a C<
0
-transitive action <Helgason, 
r 
1978) . 
The vector fields <fl , a= 1 ... r), which are the generators of a Lie group a 
of transformations G , are called the infinitesimal tr-ansformations of M. They r 
are 1 inearly independent vector fields and form a Lie algebra isomorphic to the 
Lie algebra of G. Actually it can be shown that an infinitesimal transformation 
is a right (left) translation if and only if it is a left (right) invariant 
vector field (Cohn, 1957). Each infinitesimal transformation gives an one-
parameter subgroup of G . 
,' 
When the group of transformations G acts simply transitively on its orbits r 
we can find a set of 1 inearly independent vector fields {W , a= 1 ... r) spanning 
a 
the tangent space of the orbit at x EM which commute with the generators of G , r 
{~ ), 
a 
The vector fields <W) form a Lie algebra which is algebraically identical 
a 
to the Lie algebra of G ; thus they are the generators of another group of r 
transformations called the reciprocal .9E...Q.1!.Q. of G (Eisenhart, 1962; MacCallum, 
r 
1979a). 
3.4 Groups of Isornetries 
In section 2.4 of Chapter 2, ~ve introduced the notion of isometric space-
times when there is an isomorphism~ : M ~ M' such that•* : g ~ g', When M = M' 
28 
we can use the definition (3.16) to determine those transformations which are 
isometries, i.e., those transformations under •1Jhich the metric tensor g is 
i nvariant. 
A transformation T is called an isometry or motion when we have <T)*g = g; 
i .e., when the metr-ic is invariant under its action. Consequentl y all the 
space-time properties are also preserved. It can be sh-~~n\ that 
i s an isometry if and only if its generator~ satisf , v a transformation 
L~ g = O, (3.20) 
where Lis the Lie derivative (see Hawking and Ell i s, 1973 for the definition of 
the Lie derivative). Equation (3.20) is equi valent to 
s . . + s .. = o, 
I j J J j I 
(3.21) 
which are Known as Killing's equations. The vector fields which are the 
solutions to Killing ' s equatio s are called Ki lling vector fields; the y are the 
k 
generators of the continu ~s pace-time isometries. The set of all Killing 
vector fields form a Lie algebra which is the Lie algebra of the Lie group of 
i sometries. 
The stability group S of a group of isometries is often called the isotropy 
X 
.9.!:..Q!:!..P. of Mat x. This group is characterized by the vanishing of its generators 
at the point x . In what follows three theorems are given on the dimension of a 
group of isometries acting on a Manifold M. They are important to the 
classif i cation of the Lie algebra of group of isometries: 
Theorem 1: An n-dimensional Riemannian Manifold cannot have more than 
~n(n + 1) linearly independent Killing vector fields. 





Theorem 2: Ann-dimensional Riemannian Manifold does not admit a group of 
isometries 11Jith dimension r = Jfo(n + 1) - 1, if n~3 . 
Proof: (see Eisenhart, 1962) 
Theorem 3: Ann-dimensional Riemannian Manifold has constant curvature if 
and only if it admits a group of isometries with dimension r = 
~n(n+1); that is, ~oJith the maximal number of Killing vector 
fields. 





SPATIALLY H010GENEOUS SPACE-TIMES 
4.1 Spatial Homogeneity 
A space-time is homogeneous when there is a group of isometries which acts 
transitively on the whole space-time manifold. Homogeneous space-times are of 
1 i ttle interest in cosmology because they do not show any overal 1 evolution. 
None of their physical quantities evolve with time; they are 'steady state ' 
uni ver·ses. 
A space-time i s spatially homogeneous when there is a group of isometries 
acting transitively on space-lil<e 3-dimensional hypersurfaces ( or·bits). The 3-
dimensional space-lil<e hypersurfaces ar·e the surfaces of homogeneity of the 
space-time. l,.Jhen there exists a Killing vector field which is everywhere time-
l i l<e, the space-time is stationary; if in addition it is hypersurface normal the 
space-time is static (see Carmeli, 1982 and Maccallum, 1973). 
In a spatially-homogeneous space-time we have a G of 
r isometries acting 
transitively on 3-dimensional orbits; therefore from theorem 1 on p. 19, we can 
only have 3 Sr S 6, since the orbit dimension is d = 3. Nevertheless from 
theorem 2 on p. 19, r can only assume the values: r = 3, 4 or 6. 
When r = 6, from eq.(3.19) ~ve have that d = s = 3. In this case there is a 
continuous group G3 of isotropy at each point of the orbit. We have then the 
maximal number of 1 inearly independent Ki 11 i ng vector fields acting on the 
spatially-homogeneous hypersurfaces which, fr·om the result of theorem 3 on p. 
31 
, 




20, leads to hypersurfaces of constant curvature. Those Universe models in which , ·t 
sections are known as fl a of isometries acts transitively on space-JiKe 
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker Universes. ! 
If r = 4, then we have d = 3 ands =I, In this case there is a I-dimensional ~'~ 
continuous group of isotropy at each point of the space-JiKe orbits; in this 
case (Ell is,~~ 
1967; Ellis and Stewart, 1968). i 
For the case of r = 3, we have d = 3 ands =O, The group of isometries G3 ~ ( 
the space-time is said to be locally rotationally symmetric CLRS) 
acts simply-transitively on the space-like surfaces of homogeneity. There is no~. I 
c on t i n u o u s i so t r op y gr o u p . Th o s e s p a c e - t i me s ~"' i t h a G 3 of i some tr, i e s a c t i n :_ J · 
simply-transitively on the surfaces of homogeneity are called Bianchi Universes ~ 
homo
Fgoenre·iatnyy G6 of isometries that acts transitively on~
1
-mthpely-stur·rafn:_c,.et~iveolfy ~ 
there is a subgroup G3 of isometr· ies that acts = ~ \ 
on these surfaces (Maccallum, 1973). In the case of a G4 of isometries we can 
always find a G3 that acts simply-transitively on the surfaces of homogeneity 
with one particular exception: the KantowsKi-Sachs Universe (Kantowski and 
Sachs, 1966; see also Collins, 1977). In general the Universe models with r = 6 
or 4 (with the KantowsKi-Sachs exception) are considered as being Bianchi 
Universes with additional symmetries. 
A space-time can have at most 10 linearly independent Killing vector fields, 
i. e., a G10 of isometries. Such space-times are of constant curvature and 
conformal to Minkowiski space-time. G10 corresponds to the Poincare group which 
consists of 4 translations, 3 rotations and 3 boosts. From eq.(3.19) we 
immediately see that the maximal isotropy group of a space-time is a G
6
, which 




4.2 Spatially Homogeneous Metrics 
In a spatially homogeneous space-time all points that lie on the surface of 
h om o g e n e i t :1 a r e e q u i v a 1 e n t i n t h e s e n s e t h a t t h e r e i s an i some t r y j o i n i n g t h em . 
Let us consider a vector n, norma 1 to the surface of homogeneity at a point p. 
By dragging along this vector with the group of isometries we have n defined 
every1,..,here normal to the surface of homogeneity. If ~·Je nm<1 carryall points· p of 
the surface of homogeneity along the integral curves generated by n we generate 
a family of surfaces of homogeneity, which we denote by S(t), where t is the 
curve parameter. 
The vector field n is normal to S<t), so 
n . \ = o, 
a 
< 4 . 1 ) 
~"here sa are the Killing vector fields ~·Jhich span the surfaces S(t) at each 
point p of SCt). On the other hand the vector field n is also invariant under 
the group of isometries, so 
L~ n = 0. 
a 
From equations 
'v n = ni nj = O, 
n ; j 
;t~U.4 
I • ~ t ;,:;I • (lf./) ~ 
Jot,{/~ 1 ';I/Jll l.f~ ~~~ (4.2) 
if,,, .-6o/" A 1 r,) " f / __ u I,{. 
f'f.1.)1 ,f4' ~ ~, a' 
i t c an be sh 01,1J n th at , · J ~ 1> '· . I. Ji 
.,,, ·J ,, ~.J) (1/~r.: (4 ~ 
~1 
which says that the integral curves of n are geodesics. The vector field n may 
then be defined by 
t i -1 , (4.4) n . = . , n n. = 
I , I I 
where t is the affine parameter on the geodesics with n as tangent vector. Thus 
the parameter t can be seen to be the proper time along the normals. The 
33 
.. 
coordinates xa are in general chosen constant along the normals: 
a i 
X . n = 0, (4.5) 
'I 
When the coordinates {xi}= Ct,xa} are such that eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) are 
satisfied, ~11e say that the system of co.ordinates form a normalized comovinq.&. 
&( ~ ~"d., 4t ":ry11dtronOfJ1"~~~ HI{ . coordinate system. 
- ~,,~ .. ,t;Jt~~~ ~~ 
From the Ki 11 i ng vector fie 1 d basis {~ } ~11e can cons true t another basis CE } L. •. ~J. 
a a r--,· 
<~ee chapter 3 1 section 3.2) that spans the tangent space T at every point p of p 
S ( t) SU Ch that 
L~ Eb= (~a' EbJ = 0. 
a 
The vector fields CE} are such that, if we define the metric 
a 
then we have by virtue of their invariance, eq.(4.6), that 




Thus the scalar product defined in eq.(4.7) is constant on each surface of 
homogeneity S(t), t = const. Therefore it can only be an explicit function of 
the proper time t; gab= gab(t). 
ln particular, when 
normals vJe have 
the basis CE} is chosen to be invariant along the 
a 
L E = (n, E J = O; 
n a a 
then, by virtue of equation (4.4) and equation (4.9), we have that 
a E = 0. a a 








Thus, the 1 i ne e 1 emen t for a spat i a 11 y homogeneous space-time may be I/Jr it ten 
as 
2 2 
ds = - dt r a .f3 i j + g J3 , t) E . E . dx dx 
a I J 
(4.11) 
where {~ .dxi} is the 1-form basis, dual to <E }, spaning the tangent space of 
I a 
S<t). 
4.3 Bianchi Universes 
The space-times which have a 3-dimensional group of isometries acting simply · 
transitively on the surfaces S(t) are called Bianchi Universes, after L. Bianchi 
(1897) who was the first to give a classification for the 3-dimensional Lie 
Algebras. 
The Killing vector fields{~, a= 1,2,3} are the generators of the group of 
a 
isometries. They form a Lie algebra (see chapter 3, section 3.2), that is 
(4.12) 
where the C' s are the structure constants of the Lie group of isometries. 
The classification of the 3-dimensional Lie algebras was first done by 
Bianchi (1897) based on the derived algebras of a G
3 
(see definiton 3.10). His 
classification gives 9 independent Lie algebra structures for a G
3
; it is as 




Dimension of the Derived algebra - Group t :,pe 
0 
II' I I I 
2 IV, ~)' ~)I ' VII 
3 VI I I , I :X 
A new classification for a G3 has recently been given by Estabrook, Walquist 
and Behr ( 1968) and also by Ellis and Maccallum ( 1969) based on the invariants 
of a the decompos i tion of the structure constants C J3Y ( as given in Heckmann and 
Schucking, 1962), 
The structure constants are anti - s ymmetric in the last pair of indices (eq. 
3 .8), thus we are left with 9-parameters which may be written in terms of a 3x3 
a:13 ~ - - ,._~ 
matrixN ;:.----~- ,t O'\~M.._~----· 




E are the components of the totall y anti-symmetric pseudo-tensor with 
E ' d t )-1.12 = ~ e gcx.13 . The matrix ~P' ma y be decomposed into its s ymmetric and 
anti-symmetric parts, N(cx.13) and N[cxJ3J respectively, The anti-symmetric part in 
i ts turn ma y be ~~ritten in terms of a covector a)., resulting i n 
a.~ where n 
a.13 + ,aJ3:>-. 
n '" ~, ( 4.14) 
If we now substitute eq.(4.14) into eq. ( 4.13 ) we obtain an expression for 
the structur·e constants in terms of the symmetric matrix ncxJ3 and the covector a:>-. 
g i ven by 
(4.15) 




written directly from the C's as 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
The structure constants satisfy the Jacobi identities, eq.(3.9>, which by 
use of the decomposition (4.15) reflects equivalently in terms of aA and na, as 
a, 
n a_~ = 0. (4.18) 
Actually, due to the anti-symmetry of the structure constants and the Jacobi 
identities, the C's consist only of 6 independent parameters. 
The group classification of Ellis and Maccallum (1969) 
i ) t h e r an I< an d s i g n a t u r e of n a.~ , i i ) t h e v an i sh i n g or n o t 
iii) a parameter h which is defined when ak * 0 by 
which are the only invariant quantities under action of GL(3, R>. 
of 
tor ak and 
(4.19) 
Those models in ~11hich \, = 0 are called class e_, and those ~11ith <\ * 0 are 
called class g models after Ell is and Maccallum (1969). 
The 
a.~ 
pseudo-tensor n can be diagonalized if we choose the Ki 11 i ng vector 
a~ aJ fields at a point p of S(t) to be the eigenvectors of n · ; the pseudo-tensor n 
may then be written as 
(4.20) 
However, due to the Jacobi identities, eqs.(4.18), one of the Killing vectors 
may be chosen parallel to the vector a. If we tal<e this Killing vector field to 
A 
be s3 (note that in Ell is and Maccallum, 1969, the choice was s1 >, the vector~ 








form of n · and\ .. as given in equations (4.20) and (4.21) are said to 
be in the standard diagonal form. The Jacobi identities are now simply 
(4.22) 
which shows that in class B models, since a~ O, we must have n3 = 0. The ranK 
a:.~ 
of n for class B models is thus always less or equal to 2. The parameter h in 




~ 0 by 
(4.23) 
In terms of the quantities n . (i = 1, 2, 3) and a, the commutators of the 
I 
Killing vector fields (eq. 4.12) are 
(4.24) 
The Killing vector fields can still be rescaled; this does not alter the 
i nvariant quantities: rank and signature of no:', a= 0 or a~ 0 or h. The 
resealing can nevertheless force the components n . and a to be± 1 when non-zero 
I 
for the case of h = 0 or h = -1, but when h ~ 0 or -1 the component a can only 
be reduced to a -- jhj 112 • I th f 11 . th t l . f . t · . n e o o~,.11 n g e gr o u p - y p e c a s s. , 1 c a , on , s 




Table 1 . 




Class Group type rank of 
a.13 
sign. of aJ3 h8'f& n n nl n2 n3 a 
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- ~ 
I I 1 +1 0 0 0 
VI 2 0 1 -1 0 0 0 2 
0 
VI I 2 +2 1 0 0 0 2 
0 
IJ I I I 3 +1 -1 0 3 
IX 3 +3 1 0 3 
B V 0 0 0 0 0 2 
IV + 1 0 0 2 
I I I=V\=-l 2 0 1 -1 0 -1 
• 2 
VIh(~0,-1) 2 0 1 -1 0 a -a 2 
VIIh( 0 . 
2 2 1 0 
2 
2 .. a a .~ ) 
From table 1 it is clear that in the cases of Vlh and VIIh there are an 
infinite family of Bianchi types because the parameter h assumes 
the real I ine, h E R. 











4.4 Tetrad Basis 
I t is convenient at this stage to introduce a tetrad basis { = 
0,1 ,2,3} such that 
t e = -1 ' 0 0 
(4.25) 
and the 3 vectors {e } a 
are such that they span the tangent space at of S<t), t = 
canst., with 
e e = 0. (4.26) 
0 ex 
That is the simplest choice that can be made: it corresponds to the case of 
a lapse function N = 1 and a shift vector Ni = O, 11Jhich is called the 
synchronous ~ (Jantzen, 1984). Condition 1:4.25) states the time-like 
character of the vector t
0 
and conditions (4.26) state the orthogonality of e
0 
with respect to the surface forming basis {e }, 
ex 
An obvious choice for e is 




~,ihich ~,iill be adopted here. As the 3 vectors lie on the surface SO:O, t = 
const., we have 
(4.28) 
It can be shown that the basis { e } may be chosen at a point p of S(t) <see 
ex 
section 3.2) such that 
that is' 
(4.29) 





Of course (4.29) can also be written 
(s ' e ] = o, a a 
because Lt; n = 0. 
a 
(4.30) 
The commutators of the tetrad basis (e ) define the structure functions 
"a ( a) 
I b , X , 1 . C 
C 




where the Y' s satisfy equations (2.22 and 2.23). From eqs. (4.28 and 4.31) we 
get the result 
0 
= 0 = )' a.l:l' (4.32) 
The Jacobi identity applied to the vectors <sa, ea, eb) gives 





1 be = l' be ( t) ' (4.34) 
-the structure functions may depend only on time (MacCallum, 1973). 
The structure functions Y' s and the structure constants C's are seen to be 
related; from equations (4.12), (4.28) and (4.30) we get 
<J :>-. 
=-YaJ3'fo' 
where 'l'a 'I' ). = b.,).' .f3 a .OJ One particular case occurs when the basis 
invariant along the integral curves of n = e
0










[e , e ) = 0. 
o a 
In this case we have the result of equation (4.10), so 
ya = 0. 
ob 
The Jacobi identity applied to (e 
o' 
When eq. (4.37) holds, we conclude that 






The vectors Ce } form the Lie algebra of a group of transformations called 
a 
t h e r· e c i p r o c a 1 gr o u p t o t h e gr o u p of i some t r i e s < s e e s e c t i on 3 . 3 ) . I f t h e 
functions 
j3 
at E s@ are chosen to be If p a 
f3 ( . -& j3 t-:{,? If 'p .l = a a , (4.39) 
equation (4.35) gives 
a a 
y f3),. = C J3J... ' (4.40) 
which holds everywhere on the orbits. 
In 1 ike manner to the decomposition of the structure constants in terms of 
a.f3 
the pseudo-tensor n and vector a , the structure functions Y's may be written 
J... 
(4. 41) 
~~ith the difference that here tP·13 = tf'.·13 (t) and A13 = A13 (t). When equation (4.39) 








although they ~~ill not, in gener·al, be valid for all t. Equation (4.42) remains 
valid at all times t in the special case that eq. (4.36) is fulfilled 
everywhere. Therefore, the standard diagonal form and the canonical values of 
Table 1 
af3 
can ah~ays be given to N and A_13 on the surface S(t 1
), 
everywhere in the spacetime ,,~hen [e, e J = 0. 
o a 
The space-time metric is then given by 
2 2 
ds = -dt r af3 i j + Q <> , t) e . e . dx dx , -a,., I J 
where the {ea . ) are functions of the spatial coordinates xA only. 
I 






corresponding group invariant bases Ce } and 
a 
their 1-form duals are 1 isted in 








DYNAMICS OF THE BIANCHI LNIVERSES 
5.1 Invariant Basis Freedom 
The invariant basis {e } has the freedom to be transformed under a time-a 
dependent linear transformation/\ .f3(t) ~~hich preserves equations (4.24), (4.25) 
a 
and ( 4.29 ) . The transformed tetrad basis is then 
e = e 
0' 
( 5.1a) o ' 
l\ 
a (5.1b) e = e 
C( ' a ·' C( / 
a a 
~~h ere ·"-a, is non-singular, that is, det<i\x ·' ) ~ 0. 
Under the transformations (5.1) the metric tensor gab= ea.eb changes to 





go'cr' = e 0 1 • ea, = e . e = goa' a' 0 a a ' (5.2b) 
a J3 a J3 





, = -1 and go'a ' = 0. 
The structure functions transform under ( 5.1) as follows: Let 
(5.3) 
where the c' Y a'b ' are then the structure functions for the transformed basis 





0' (5.4a) }' = a ' b·' 
a ' a a' !\ J\a l'a·' (5.4b) }' = a </\/3, ):\ + 0 ., J3 ' o a .f3' o. a' 
a' J3 J.,ra a' (5.4c) }' /3':>,,., = !\ f3' !\:>,,. , f3:>,,. !\ a 
lf the invariant basis {e } is dragged along the normals, equations (4.36) 
a 
ar e valid. This leads to 
a' a a ' (5.5a) }' = a (/\f3 , ) . .\ ' 0 , J3 / o . a 
a ' J3 J.,ra ,r' (5.5b) 
}' J3 ·' :>,,_ ·' = /\.f3 ' /\"A., /3:>,,.'.\ a' 
\JJhere a = C J3A. (see eq. 4. 39). Therefore the transformed basis is also 
i nvar i ant along the normals if and onl y if 
lt is obvious that the basis {e ,} is an invar· iant basis; 
a 
[~"A.' ea , 1 
(5.7) 
( 5. 8a ) 
( 5.8b) 
Fr om th e def i n i t i on ( 4 • 4 0 ) , the pseudo - t e n so r t.f/3 and th e v e c tor A_f3 
transform under/\ ,a(t ) as (Jantzen,1979 ) 
a 
The determinant of /\ , :>,,.appears in eq. :>,,. 
(5.9a) 
( 5.9b) 
( 5.9a) due to the pseudo-tensor 
.a/3 a.f3 character of t,i • 1 t is c 1 ear from ( 5, 9a ) that N transforms 1 i Ke a tensor ~~hen 





the Lorentz group with determinant +1, that is, 
transformations • 
When the basis Ce ) is 
a 
we have (see eqs. 4.41) 
a.13 
n 
invariant along the normals, 
the special Lorentz 
i • e., ~~hen [ e , e J = 0, o a 
(5.10a) 
(5.1Gb) 
being valid everywhere in the space-time. Hm,,1ever, the transformed quantities 
associated with them via eqs. (5.9) will be in general time-dependent. 
5.2 Dynamical Variables 
The Einstein field equations determine the dynamics of the space-time. As we 
have already seen, in Bianchi Universes the metric gab(t) and the structure 
functions rabc(t) are the essential quantities of the system; they are the 
dynamical variables. Of course we have to Keep in mind the fluid variables as 
well; those will be called the matter nriables (see chapter 2, section 2.4). 
An enormous simplification of the Einstein field equations for the Bianchi 
Universes is achieved when the metric and the structure functions are 
simultaneously put in the simplest possible form. The first approach to~~ards 
simplification, which has been adopted by many authors (cf. Ellis, 1967), is to 
choose the invariant basis Ce ) to be an orthonormal tetrad basis everywhere in 
a 
the space-time, that is, 
(5.11) 







functions In this case no transformation can reduce the Y's at all 
times to the canonical form of table 1; in fact the transformations preserving 
the or thonorma 1 i ty of 
(Maccallum, 1979a, 1979b) 
the basis {e } can, 
a 
Ce , e J = - e e , (no sum on a). o a a a 
at most, involve the commutator 
(5.12) 
The second approach towards simplification of the Einstein field equations 
is concerned with reducing the structure functions Yabc(t) to the simplest 
possible form. This can be achieved by choosing the invariant basis 
satisfy 





< 5. 13) 
which · 1 · th t va ca imp 1es a I PA= PA' In this case the dynamical variables are the 
metric components gab(t) (see Taub, 1951). 
The explicit form of the Einstein field equations for the first approach can 
be found in El 1 is and Mac Ca 11 um ( 1969), and for the second approach in Mac Ca 11 um 
(1973, 1979b). 
In the previous two approaches, either the metric or the structure functions 
were simplified individually as much as possible. Nevertheless further 
simplification of the field equations of the Bianchi Universes may still be 
attained if we preserve the virtue of the second approach and in addition 
simplify the form of the metric. This can be done if we make use of the time-
dependent transformations A p(t) described in section 5.1. 
a 
The third approach arises when the time-dependent transfor·ma ti ons A p < t) are 
a 
such that they preserve the structure constants of the Bianchi Lie algebras. 
This allows some of the metric time-dependence to be absorbed by some of the 






this procedure simplifies the metric, the price that must be paid for it is that 
the new frame is no longer invariant along the normals due to the first term on 
the right of eq. a' (5.4b), which means that we now have the Y o' J3' ~ 0 for some 
a:' and f3". The Jacobi identities (4.37a) give 
(5.14) 
~vh i ch are a ' the integrability conditions relating the Y o' J3' to the structure 
It is this third approach that will be investigated in detail in this 
thesis. In the past some authors (Collins and HavJking, 1973; Bogoyalenski and 
Novikov, 1975) have used this approach to investigate particular Bianchi types. 
Recently, Siklos (1980), in a short letter, attempted to extend this approach to 
class B Bianchi Universer/J1eve@ is results are in same points incorrect and 
incomplete. Jantzen (1979, 1983) has also used the time-dependent 
transformations A's in his extensive Hamiltonian Cosmology program. 
5.3 The Automorphism Group 
The third approach relies on the set of transformations A 13 ct> that leave 
a: 
the structure constants of the Bianchi Lie algebras invariant. These 
transformations form a subgroup of GL<3,R) which is called the automorphism 
.9.C...Q.!!.P. of the Lie algebra. Formally, the automorphism group, denoted here by 
AUT<T) 1,vhere T stands for the Bianchi type in consideration, is the set of 
transfor·mat ions that leaves the transformed structure functions 
a numerically identical to Y J:!)..' in other ~vords, 
J3 /;)'>< a: a: , 
= ~ ~/b ~ /y ~~ b . 
• A .A t~~~ 
a' 







As the structure functions can be split into the vector AJ3 and the pseudo-
(1..J 
tensor tfl·f3 ljl<'e in eq. (4.40), the automor·phism group leaves these quantities 
invariant, that is, 
(5.16a) 
(5.16b) 
The set of eqs. (5.16) are obviously equivalent to eqs. (5.15). The special 
automorphism ~ is the subgroup of the automor·ph ism gr·oup specified by the 
condition that its elements have determinant +1. Under the action of the special 
a:f3 
automorphism, pseudo-tensors transform as tensors (for example, N · transform as 
a second or·der tensor in eq. (5.9a) because det(/\1,/') = 1). 
1 R3'.<R3"R3 . t . Le t C be t h e s u bm an i f o d of " .,\ c on s. 1 s I n g of a 1 1 structure constants 
Ca:.~:>-. s a t i s. f y i n g e q , ( 4 . 2 ) , Th e n t h e au t om or· p h i sm gr· o u p may be i n t e r p r e t e d a s t h e 
stability group of the action of GU3,R) on C, while the different group types 
correspond to the different orbits O under the action of GL(3,R) on C. In other 
words the automorphism group leaves the group structure constants fixed while 
points in the same orb f!}epresent the same group type al though with different 
structure constants. 
The automorphism group for each Bianchi type can be found easil y for a basis 
given in the canonical form of table _1. Harvey (1979) has given the automorphism 
group for each Bianchi type based on the Taub (1951) group classification, where 
he has made direct use of the eqs. (5.5b). However the calculation is . much 
simpler if done in terms of the classification presented in table 1 by use of 
the eqs. (5.9), In what follows the automorphism group, AUT(T), and the special 







al3 Type I: n · = 0 
AUT ( I ) = GL ( 3, R) 
SAUT(l) = SL(3 1 R) 
a:.13 Type II: n = <O, O, 1) 
Class A models: a,= 0 
AUT<II) =<A E GL<3,R); A3
1 = A
3
2 = 0 1 A3
3 = 
SAUT(II) = { A E AUT<Il); A
3
3 = + 1} 




) = { A E GL(3,R); A
1
3 = A2








3 = 1} 
SAUT<VI
0
) = { A E AUT<VI
0
); <A1
1>2 - <A 1
2)2 = 1} 
a, 
Type VII: n = <1, 1, 0) 
0 
3 3 1 2 2 1 3 AUTCVII
0
) = < A E GL(3,R); A1 = A2 = O, A1 = A2 , A1 = -A 2 , A3 = 1} 
SAUT<VII
0
) = { A E AUT(VI
0
); <A1
1) 2 + CA 1
2)2 = 1} 
Ty p e V I I I : n a.f
3 
= < 1 , 1 , -1 ) 
A UT < V I I I ) = SO ( 2 , 1) , t h i s i s t h e 3-d i me n s i on a 1 s p e c i a 1 Lor e n t z gr o u p g e n e r a t e d 
by two boosts and one rotation. 
SAUT<VIII) = S0(2,1) 
Ty p e I X : n a .!3 = ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) 
AUT(IX) = S0(3,R), that is the 3-dimensional special Lorentz group generated by 
three rotations. 





Class B models: a,~ O 
Type V : n af3 = 0 
AUT(V) = { A E GL(3,R); 
SAUTCV) =CA E AUT(V); 
A 3 = A 3 = 0 A 3 = 1) 
1 2 ' 3 
A 1A 2 A 2A l = 1) 
1 2 1 2 
Type IV: na-'
3 
= (1, O, 0), a= 
AUT<IV) = { A E GL(3 R); A 2 = A
1
3 = 
SAUT < IV) =<A E AUTCIV); A 1 = + 1) 
1 
Type VI I : n a:.1
3 















= A22' A 3 = 1} 
3 
The parameter h defined in eq. (4.19) is invariant under the action of 
GLC3,R); this explains why the automorphism group of Bianchi types Vlh and VIIh 
are identical to AUT(VI) and AUT(VII ), respectively. For the same reason the 
0 0 
automorphism group of class A type VIh=-l/9 and class B type III= VIh=-l are 







5.4 Automorphism Families 
It is convenient to write the automorphism group for· each Bianchi type in 
terms of a family of 1- or 2-paramete (i} abelian transformations ~vhich 
i ndiv idually leave the group type structure invariant. In what follows we give 
the set of such transformations and point out which canonical structure 
constants of table 1 are invariant under each of them. The full 9-dimensional 
general 1 inear group, GLo:3,R), may be generated by this set of par·ametrized 
transformations. 
1-Parameter Unimodular Transformation A
1 
cos a<t) sin a ( t) 0 
Ala 
j3 
= -sin a ( t) a( t) 0 cos ( 5.17 ) 
0 0 
These are rotations about the 3-axis. From eqs. (4.23), ( 5.1b) and (5.17) we 
that the canonical structure constants are invariant iff n
1 
n2 . Therefore, the !-parameter transformations ( 5.17) leave in variant the 
immediately see = 
Bianchi t ypes I, II, VII 0 , VIII, IX and VIIh (see table 1) . The metric 
components change by this transformation to: 
91 I 11 = 
2 cos a 911 + 2 sina sin 
2 cosa 912 + a 922 
91 I 2' -sina + 
, 2 . 2 . 
sina = cosa 911 ~cos a - sin a>9 12 + COS(X 922 
91 I 31 = cosa 913 + sina 923 
sin 2 sina 
2 
92121 = a 911 - cosa 912 + cos a 922 






1-Parameter Unimodular Transformations A2 
cosh $(t) -sinh ,<t) 0 
A J = -sinh ,ct) cosh $(t) 0 2a 
0 0 
(5.18) 
These are boosts in the (1-2) plane. Via the same procedure used for (5.17), 
we find that the canonical structure constants are invariant under (5.18) iff 
+ = 0. This condition leads to the follm~ing Bianchi types being 
invariant: I ' I I , VI , 0 v, III and VIh. The metric components change by this 
transformation to: 
g1, 1, = cosh
2$ 911 - 2sinh, cosh$ 912 + sinh
2~ 922 
g1, 2, = -sinh, cosh$ g11 + (sinh
2$ + cosh 2,>912 - sinh~ cosh~ 922 
91•3 • = coshl) 913 - sinM 923 
92·2· = sinh
2 i> 911 - 2sinhl) cosh\11 
2 
912 + cosh $ 922 
92•3• = -sinh$ 913 + coshl) 923 
93'3 ' = 933 
It i~ also useful to c_onsider a transfor·mation A
2




1-Pararneter Unirnodular Transformation A
2
, 
' ( t) e (5.19) 











Th i s 1 e av e s t h e f o 1 I ow i n g 8 i an c h i t y p e s i n v a r i an t : I , I I an d V . Th e me t r i c 
components changed by this transformation are: 























These are null rotations about the 1-dir·ection in the (1-2) plane. The 
canonical structure constants are invariant under A3 iff n3 = 0. This leaves the 
following Bianchi types invariant: I, II, V and IV. The metric components 
changed by this transformation are: 
91'2' = 912 
- b3911 
92'2 ' = 922 - 2b3912 + 
2 
b3 911 
92' 3 ' = 923 - b3 912 





J3 = 0 









These are null rotations about the 3-direction. The canonical structure 
constants are invariant under A4 iff n3 = 0. This shows that Bianchi types I, 
VI, VII and all of class B types are invariant under it. The metric components 
0 0 
changed b y this transformation are: 
A f3 = 
5,:x 0 
0 0 
!-Parameter Unimodular Transformations A5 
0 ( 5.22) 
These are null rotations about the 3-direction i n the ( 1-3 )-plane. The 
canonical structure constants are invariant under A5 i ff n1 =a= 0. This leaves 
the Bianchi t ypes I and II invariant. The metric components changed by this 
transformation are: 
91 '1 ' 
91' 2 ' 
91 ' 3 ' 















+ 2 b5 933 







These are null rotations about the 3-direction in the (2-3)-plane. The 
canonical structure constants are invariant under A6 iff n2 =a= 0. The Bianchi 
types invariant under A6 are thus types I and II. The metric components changed 
by this transformation are: 




I-Parameter Non-Unimodular Transformations A7 
-),. ( t) 
e ,: 5. 24) 
These are conformal transformations in the (1-2)-plane. The canonical 
structure constants are invariant under A7 iff n3 = 0. The Bianchi types 
invariant under A7 are: 
components changed by this 
-2),. 
g 1 ' 1 ' = e 911 
-2:i,. 
91'2 ' = e 912 
-),. 
91 '3' = e 913 
-2:>-. 
92'2' = e 922 
-),. 
92'3' = e 923 


















These are conformal transformations in all the three directions: The 
~anonical structure constants are invariant under A8 iff a= 0 and n1 = n2 = 0. 
This leaves only Bianchi types I and II invariant under A8 . The metric 
components changed 
91' 1' = 
-2P 
e 911 
91 '2' = 
-2p 
e 912 
91 '3' = 
-3P 
e 913 




92'3' = e 923 
-4P 
93'3' = e 933 
The special 
by this transformation are: 
automorphism groups are generated by the A . ( i = 1 to 6) 
I 
as 
these are the unimodular transformations. The invariant family for each Bianchi 
t y p e i s g i v e n i n t h e t ab 1 e 2 . Th e r e i s a 1 so g i v e n t h e au t om or p h i sm gr o u p 
dimensions, which essentially corresponds to the number of different bases that 
we can choose for the Lie algebra of a group type with the same canonical form 
for the structure constants; and the orbit dimension d, which corresponds to the 
degree of freedom in expressing the structure constants of a particular group 
type. As we have seen in section 3.3, these quantities are related bys+ d = 9, 







Automorphism Invariant Family, Automorphism Group Dimension ( s), and 
Group Type Orbit Dimension (d) for each Bianchi type 
Class Type Inv. fami 1 t s d 
A GL<3,R) 9 0 
I I A1 ,A2,A3,A5,A6,A8 6 3 
VI A2,A4,A7 4 5 0 
VI I Al ,A4 ,A7 4 5 0 
VI I I S0<2,1) 3 6 
I :X S0(3,R) 3 6 
B V Al ,A2 ,A3 ,A4 ,A7 6 4 
IV A3,A4,A7 4 5 
I II A2,A4,A7 4 
r: ~· 
VI h A2,A4,A7 4 5 
VIIh Al ,A4 ,A7 4 5 
of t.ansforma ti ons of a 8 i anch i type may be p arame ~ ;zed 
different way from that presented in Table 2. As an example we ma y choose for 
The fam i 1 y in a 
t ype lJ the transformation A2, instead of A2 . The only restriction on such 
transformations is that the>' must be an automorphism generator and, obviously, 










THE FIELD EQUATill'lS FOR BIANCHI ~!VERSES 
Th e t i me - de p e n de n t au t om or p h i sm gr o u p c an be u s e d as a t o o 1 t o s i mp 1 i f y t h e 
metric of a Bianchi Universe while preserving its group structure. Some of the 
time-dependence of the metric may be absorbed by the automorphism parameters; as 
a consequence a simplification in their field equations is obtained. In this 
c h a p t e r VJ e sh ow h 0~11 t h i s me c h an i sm ~11 o d : s e x p I i c i t 1 y u s i n g t h e B i an c h i t :' p e 'J I I h 
Universe for our computation. 
6.1 The Field Equations 
In the previous chapter we have shown hm•J the metric gab(t) and the 
structure functions yabc(t) change under a non-singular time-dependent 
transformation~ P(t). In the third approach the metric components are (we have a 
dropped the primes for sake of simplicity) 
( 6. 1) 
and the structure functions are 
yO = 0' 
yo = 0, oa aJ3 (6.2a) 
ya C( a ca = y oP < t) ' y _13)... = (constants). o.13 J3)... (6.2b) 






goo=-l, goa = 0 
' 
h .f3A. '" ).. t 2 4 . ~v ere g J3Q = & .see eq •. ). a: - a: 
(6.3) 
The Einstein field equations with vanishing cosmological constant are given 
by (see section 2.4) 
(6.4) 
To ha•Je eqs. (6.4) ~vritten explicitly in terms of the dynamical variables ~ve 
should calculate the left and right side of these equations in terms of the 
d y n am i c a l v a r i ab 1 e s . Th e R i c c i t e n so r c om p on e n t s a r e g i v e n by e q . ( 2 • 3 7 ) 1,v h e r e 
the connections are given by eqs. (2.27). In the case under consideration the 
connectio(j}components are 




r .f3h = o (.f3 g&)).. ' 
rE = KE - {i /2] (/ oJ3 - g y" a:E "> oJ3 J3 J3A. oa: g . 
rE KE -(u2 }</ o.f3 + i').. ,:rE ) 2 E:>-..ro = = J3o J3 gJ3:>-.. oa: g g J3),.' 
=( u ~ <c\A 
rE Ea •:J . 
J3A. + g C a:(J39)..)0'i, 
where K f3 is the extrinsic curvature defined by a:. 
The Ricci tensor components are given by 














= K 'K .,,}.. ) ( K - } )... ) 2K K0 21r° K 
cxJ3 + '· - r o)... aJ3 ' o ( ex g J3 ) ),.. - exo J3 - r o ( ex J3 ) 0 




~ -(a-J3)o o:>- o<cx /3)0 v A ~ ~ 
* + R QI ex ..... 
The dot , . , means time derivative, f = c\f· 
















(6.7) reduce to the form already presented in MacCallum (1979b) and in Wald 
(1984). ( In Maccallum (1979b) the curvature tensor is defined as minus our 
definition here). The equation (6.7e) is independent of second derivatives of 
ga.13 and first derivatives of ra 0 .13 • 
To 
Here 
complete the field equations, the right hand side of (6.4) is required. 
the matter content is that of a perfect fluid with £~~f,J~::.'/R~ul tensor 
Tab given by eq. (2.48). The matter variables are spatially-homogeneous 
quantities, that means they depend ·only on the time t. The 4-velocity of the 
f l u i d f l 01,J l i n e s , u , i s c h o s e n t o be t i l t e d t o t h e. h y p e r s u r f a c e s of h om o g e n e i t y 
S(t>; it is related to the normals n by (King and Ellis, 1973) 
a a a u = cosh~ n + sinh~ c , (6.8a) 
where .f3 = J3( t) is the tilt angle and ca = ca<t) is a normal vector defined such 
that 
(6.8b) 
(We have dropped here the tilde on the ca from that of King and Ellis, 1973). 
For a perfect fluid eq. (6.4) is written as 
(6.9) 
~ I 









• The components of the normal vector n are given by 
n = 
a 
rO na = ra n nb = 0 0 a' 0 o' a;b · 
Then, from eq. (6.8b) we immediately see that 
(6.10d) 
(6.11) 
CO= 0 = C , (6.12) 
0 
The conseruati @ quations take the focm (King and Ellis, 1973) 
a (ln(wcoshJ)J + na 
o ;a 
a 
+ tanhf3 c = O, 
; a 
where we have used the definitions 
w(t) = exp J<dµ/dt)/(µ + p) dt, 





If we assume an equation of state, p = p(µ), of the form p = CY - 1)µ, (see 
eq. 2.50), the quantities w(t) and r(t) are given by 
w< t) (6.15a) 
r ( t) = µ (Y - 1 )/Y (6.15b) 
By virtue of eqs. (6.15) the conservation equations (6.13) become 
a (ln(~·JcoshJ3)J + K - Ya + tanhf3 C:>-. c">.. = o, 
0 ~ ~ 
(6.16a) 
f3 0 









e = u - u • ab (a;b) (a;b) (6.17b) 
(6.17c) 
where e = eaa is the expansion scalar and hab =gab+ uaub is the projection 
tensor on the hypersurfaces S(t). 
Vorticity 
(6.17d) 
Fr om K i n g an d E 1 1 i s ( 1 9 7 3 ) we c an w r i t e t h e a c c e 1 a r a t i on v e ct or as 
(6.18) 
which shows immediately that an expanding tilted (J3 :%c 0) dust Universe model is 
always acceleration free. The vorticity vector is given by 
which shows that for a non-tilted (J3 = 0) fluid the vorticity vanishes. This is 
a well ~ Kn 011., re su l t ; the fluid 4-velocity becomes normal to the surfaces of 
homogeneity S<t) (Ell is, 1972). 




corresponding left hand side of eqs. (6.10) by eqs. (6.7). If we choose the 
b a s i s { e a } s u c h t h a t e q . < 5 • 1 3 ) i s s a t i sf i e d , t h e 6 g e om e t r i c a l v a r i ab l e s ga:.13 < t ) 
and the 4 matter variables µct), u Ct) obey 14 ordinary differential 
a: 
equations 
( 10 field equations plus 4 conservation equations). Of these 14 equations, 6 are 
second order int and the rest are first order int. The four eqs. (6.10b) and 
( 6.10d) are first integrals of the other equations because of the conservation 
equations (6.16); so in general we may drop 4 of the equations (6.10c) involving 
second order derivatives in time and substitute them by the four first order 
ones (the second order will be automatically sitisfied by virtue of the first 
order equations). Thus effectively we have to solve a system of 2 second order 
equations plus 8 first order ones. Of course care must be taken in the vacuum 
case and when Q ~ are constants. In the first of these cases the conservation -a,-, 
equations are trivially satisfied and the right hand side of eqs. ( 6.10) vanish, 
so essentially all the 10 equations must be taken into account. In the former 
case the equations become algebr·aic and the time-derivatives of the first order 
equations no 1 onger imp 1 y va 1 id i ty of a 11 the second order ones I so •Ale can not 
drop the four second order equations anymore. 
6.2 Bianchi typt VIIh Universe 
We are considering a basis {ea} for ~11hich the structur·e functions ,.a:_l:!:>s. turn 
out to be constants and chosen to assume the canonical values of table 1. The 
canon i ca 1 form is achieved at a time t
0 
b>' choosing the be the 7 
~ af3 • e i gen~ of the symmetric pseudo-tensor n and then res.cal i ng their 
a:.13 magnitudes to norma 1 i ze the components of n . The eigenvectors ar·e either 







initial metric components g 
13
(t) will be diagonal but not normalized, 
a:. 0 
(6.20) 
The structure functions remain constant at later times when the basis is 
dragged along the normals n to the surface of homogeneity S(t). The field 
equations then determine the evolution of the metric components ga~(t) from 
their initial values g .,,(t) (note that although these are diagonal initially, 
a~ o 
they will not in general be diagonal at later times, that is, for S( t), t ~ t ). 
0 
In this case the basis of vectors {e } has onl y spatial dependence, i.e. , 
a 
µ µ ( 0) e , X , e = 
a a 
However the automorphism group allows the basis { e } 
a: to be 
transformed without changing the canonically chosen structure constants. 
Therefore ~..,e simplify the metric at all 
times. 
If ~<1e change the basis {e) by a time-independent automorphism transforma-a 
tion (see eqs. 5.1, 5.2 1 5.4), the overall effect is to simplify the metric 
go:
13
<t). The full time evolution of the ne~<1 metric components g , 13 , (t) is st i ll a . 
de t e rm i n e d by t h e f i e 1 d e q u a t i on s • Ne v e r t h e 1 e s s i f a t i me - de p e n de n t au t om or p h i : ,m 
group transformation is used some advantage arises becau:.e some of the metric 
time-dependence may be absorbed by the automorphism group parameters simplifying 
the new metric at all times without altering the structure constants a C f3 : . ),, in 
particular ~·Je can diagonalize gab(t) at all times in this way. 
In fact the new metric assumes the form 
ds
2 = -dt2 + (t)Ao:' (t)A·f3' (t) 0: '0) .13 ( A) d µ d V go:, J3, . " o: , 1, J3 , . e µ •, x e V , x x x , (6.21) 
where the 1-forms 
o: a o µ w = e µCx )dx are the same invariant 1-form basis as 
before. We can use 
13 
A a; < t ) t o s i mp l i f Y g o:.l3 ( t ) , the pen a 1 t y pa i d i s t ha t some of 
the Yo: ~oJ i 11 be 
o.13 





vanish in the initial basis {e ). 
a 
equations (5.14) . 
These non-zero Ya
0
~ are restricted by the 
To see how this simplification is gained, let us consider a particular 
example being the Bianchi type Vllh' our reference model. 
The automorphism group of type Vllh can be written in terms of its 4-
parameter family as (see table 2) 
(6.22a) 
where the transformations A's are given in section 5.4. The transformation A 
taKes the form 
f e -:>-. -),, . 0 cos a e s In C( 
A 
J3 -),, 
sin -:>-. 0 (6.22b) = -e a e cos C( a' 
- bl - b2 1 
with:>-., a and b. (i = 1 1 2) functions of time. 
I 
Under (6.22b) the invariant basis Cea) of type Vllh transforms to (see eq. 
5 .16) 
(6.22c) 
where {ea } is the time-indendent type VIIh invariant basis with canonical 











3 1 3 2 -ax dx sinx w = e ( C OSX + dx ) , 
2 
3 
3 1 3 2 -ax . dx ( 6.23) w = e (-s1nx + COSX dx ) , 
3 dx 3 ~I/ = 
The transformed basis, by construction, has the same commutators as the old 
one 
[e3 , , el , ]= ael, + e2 , '0 









, + Kae 2, , 
where K is a constant and 
e , ] are given by 
a 
I t fo 11 ows s tra i gh tfm1Jardl y from eqs. (6.24b) that the quantities 
are 
1 / 2' 
)' = }' = - :>-. 0 ·' 1 , o'2 ' 
1 , 










81 )' = -o ' 3·' (6.25a) 
2 ' 
Ko: )' = 0 , 1., 
2 ' 
82' )' = -o ' 3·' 
and the remaining non-zero commutators g i 1Je 
1 , 1 , 
1 ' 1' 2 ' 3 ' = C 2'3' = ( 6.25b) 
2-' 2' 
k' 1' 1'3 ' = C 1'3 ' = - (6.25c ) 
1 , 1 , 2 ' 2 ' 
1' 1' 3 ' = C 1' 3' = )' 2 ' 3' = C 2 ' 3 ·' = - a. ( 6.25d ) 
The constant k has been introduced here to fac i litate the discussion of 
other Bianchi types in the next section. It has a value of k = 1 for the Bianchi 
t ype VI Ih. 
The metric components g ~(t) = e . e~ are in general arbitrar y s ymmetric 
0:. 0: r 
non-singular 3-dimensional matrices. By use of the automorphism group 
transformat i ons (6.22b) and eqs. ( 5.2c), after a tedious calculation, some of 
the metric time-dependence can be absorbed in the automorph i sm parameters 
1 ead i ng to the reduced form of ga ' .~ ·' = ea , . e_~, as 
2A -2A 28) 
ga , .fl , = d i a g ( e e e . , ( 6 .26a) 
and its inverse 
a ' /3 ' -2A 2A -28 g = d i ag( e e e ), ( 6.26b) 
where A= A(t), B = B(t). To get the metric (6.26a) we have assumed that 






the fourth automorphism parameter to be used to reduce the metric to a quasi-
Taub form T3 ~<Jhere the component 91, 1, is the inverse of the component 92, 2, 
( Jantzen, 1979). 
The Ricci tensor components are obtained from (6.7), ( 6.25 ) and (6.26 ) . 
Explicitl y they are 
R = 
00 
R = ol 
Ro2 = 
R = o3 
Rll = 
2(~2 
'? '? -(i .11 ~2( e2A Ke-2A )2 - 2:>-. - B - + :>-.-) - s- -
1/2 Bl 







2<A-B) -1/2 KB2e 
-2 (A+B ) 
aB2e 
-2<A+B) + 1/2 B1e 
2(A-B) 
8) 1/2 a( e 2A K -2A)2 - - - e . ' 
.. 
2A 2A )-)e + (A + :U<B + 2)- ) e -
2 2(A-B) 1/2 e - ' ·2 •,a - -28 ) ( 4A e , e 
-?A A)< B + 2:>-. ) e -
2 4A-2B 1/ 2 81 e 
,/ -4A) 2A - e . e , 
l / 2 B 2e -2 ( 2A+B) 
2 
_ 2 2 -2(A+B) + 112 ( ·2 _ -28)( 4A _ K2 -4A) -2A a e . , a e . , e e e , 
70 
(6.27a) 








. -2A . 2A . -?A 
= 1/2 B
2
e + 1/ 2 B1ae + 1/2 B2 C3k - 2A - B)e - , 
+ 1/2 B 2e 2A + 1/2 8 2 - 2A 
1 2 e · 




+ g Ra~= 
-2A 2A -28 
Roo + e R11 + e R22 + e R33 
_ 1_12 8 2 -2(A+8) _ l/?_ ( '2 + -28) ( 2A _ k -2A) 2 
2 
e ,a e . , e e . . 
The conservation equations (6.16) now read 
<wcosh/3 e 8 +2~)' - 2awc 3sinhf3 e8+2k = O, 















( 1)2 2A + < 2)2 -2A + r 3)2 28 = 1 c . e c e .c . e . (6.28e) 
~Je may consider equations ( 6. 27b - k) as equations for the 6 geometric 
variables B1 , 82 , a, k, A and 8; and equations (6.28a-d) as equations for the 
matter variablesµ, ~and/·. One can explicitly check that in general the 4 
equations (6.27b,c,d,k) are first integrals of the others (take the time 
derivative of these four equations; they are identically satisfied in view of 
(6.27e-j) and (6.28)). Thus we have to consider only 2 of the 6 equations 
(6.27e-j), the others will automatically be satisfied if all the remaining 
equations are true. So we can consider as the essential field equations to be 
solved the set {E1)::. { (6.28a-d)) plus the set <E 2)::. {(6.27b-d,g, i ,k) ,(6.11b-
d)), Once these equations have been solved, (6.24c) must be solved for b1 and 
b2 . Then eqs. (6.21), (6.22b), (6.23) and (6.26) enable us to find the explicit 
form of the metric (6.21). 
Although this is a general procedure, exceptional cases arise when 
considering vacuum and constant geometric variables. These two cases must be 
treated carefully. In particular the integrability conditions must be checked 
and the set of equantions {E3 )::. {(6.27e,f,h,J) and (6.10d)) must also be taken 





The set of field equations (6.27 plus 6.10) has been written in a 
synchronous ti e that means the lapse function is N = 1. To achieve further 
simplification to the field equations 1JJe define a new time coordinate (non-
synchronous gauge) t ' along the world 1 ines with a lapse function given by 
N( t) -B = e (6.29a) 





f = N<tl f' = e-B f', (6.29b) 
f = e- 28 (f'' - Bf'), (6.29c) 
where the prime (') denotes the derivative with respect to the new time t'. 
In the non-synchronous time t• the equations CE2 ) read 
e2B(µ + 
e2B ( µ + 
e3B(µ + 




C = - ' 
p)sinh.~ cosh.~ 2 -3/2 aB2 
1/2 B1e 
4A 
C = + ' 
p) sin h.f:3 cosh.~ 3 2a()..' 8') 1/2 o:, ( e 2A Ke-2A/' C = - -
-4A - 1/2 KB a ' e 
2 ' 
-1/2 8 2 2A -1/2 822e-2A - 1/2 (o:'2 + 1)(e2A - Ke-2A)2. 1 e 




( 6. 30 i ) 
(6.30K) 
The conservation equations CE1} remains the same but with the changing of 
the time derivatives according to (6.29). The equantions CE3} read 
(6.30e) 
28 ? -2A ? ? 







To see the consequences of such simplifications, we t,Jill dis.cuss in section 
6.4 the vacuum, orthogonal and tilted cases. In the following section we present 
an extension of the results obtained for Bianchi t ype Vllh to some other Bianchi 
Universe models. 
6.3 Extension to other Bianchi types 
A similar procedure to the methods used in the previous section can also be 
applied in a straightfor~<Jard manner to obtain simplified field equations to 
other Bianchi types. For each Bianchi t ype the metric ma y al~<Ja ;v s be diagonalized 
( Jantzen, 1979) at all times ~<Jhich brings a great computational advantage due to 
the facilit y of finding its inverse matrix form. 
F or a l 1 c 1 ass B B i an c h i t y p e s , e x c e p t t y p e V , an d for s. om e of t h e c 1 a s s A 
types, one can obtain their field equations just by a simple interchange of 
variables in the equations already g i ven for t ype Vllh (eqs. 6.30 ) . This follows 
from the fact that all class B t;vpes, except t ype V, have a 4-dimensional 
au t om or· p h i sm gr o u p a s we 1 1 as t h e c 1 a s s A t ;v p e s V I an d V I I . Th e me t r i c of a 1 1 
0 0 
these t ypes can be reduced at all t imes to the simple quasi-Taub form given in 
eq. ( 6.26 ) . The structure functions are different in each ca s e; however if we 
give appropriate values to the quantities k and a, and change the automorphism 
74 
~ 
parameters according to the Bianchi type structure in consideration, an 
extension of the results of type VIIh to these other types may be given 
directly. This extension (vJhich corrects that one in Siklos, 1980) i~- presented 
in table 3 below. 
Table 3 
Bianchi type extensions form type VIIh 
VI I h VIh IV t.)I I VI II I 0 0 
k (=1) -t -1 0 -1 -1 
a -t a 0 0 1 
C( -t $ b3 C( $ $ 
81 -t c1 D1 81 c1 c1 
82 -t c2 D,, 82 c2 c2 £ 
where 
c1 = (b 1cosh $ + b2sinh 
$) e).' (6.31a) 
c2 (b 1sinh $ b2cosh t)e 
). 
(6.31b) = + ' 
D1 ( b 1 




D = b2e 
:>-. (6.31d) 2 ' 
are written according to the automorphism parameters defined in section 5.4. 
Although the extension above holds to all class 8 types with the exception 




• In sections 6.5 
and 6.6 we discuss the application of this method in simplifying the metric and 




respectivel y . 
6.4 The vacuum, orthogonal and tilted cases 
The vacuum case 
In the vacuum case we haveµ= p = O. The conservation equations CE 1) are 
trivially satisfied and the left-hand side of the equations CE2 , E3 > all vanish. 
The resulting system of equations is gauge invariant in the sense that a 
constant space-1 ike coordinate transformation in the automorphism vari ables does 
not affect the equations; as an example if we take the variable k and change to 
k + constant, the system will remain the same. Thus the quantities b . (i = 1, 
I 
2), k and also 8 do not occur explicitly in these equations; in this case only 
their first derivatives occur. We ma y regard equations CE 2 ) as algebraic 
equations for the variables 8 (a= 3, 4, 5) defined by 
a 
83 = a' ' 
84 = k ' , 




in addition to the first order equation for the variable A. Solving these 
equations, the dynamical variables b1 , b2 , a, k and Bare determined by the 
quadratures {E4 ) = Ceqs.(6.24c), (6.32)), 
The argument above does not depend on the detailed form of the field 
equations. However regarding eqs. (6.30b,c) as a pair of algebraic equations for 





2 K = - 9a ~ O, (6.33) 
which corresponds to the exceptional case of Bianchi type Vlh with h = -1/9 (see 
table of 3). Therefore, excluding the case of type Vlh=-l/
9 
we must have 
(6.34) 
Fr_om equations (6.24) and (6.34) we have that 
<=> b1 = const. 
(6.35a) 
<=> b2 =const. 
(6.35b) 
By virtue of equation (6.34), the equations (6.30g,i) are also trivially 
satisfied. This represents a degenerate case in which equations {E3 l are no 
longer automatically satisfied by virtue of <E 1} and <E 2}. 





where the eq. (6.36c) has been obtained by adding eqs. (6.30e) and (6.30h). 
For the class A types covered in table 3, we see from eq. (6.35a) that 
B3 = 0 => a'= 0 <=> a= const. (6.37) 
The result given in eqs. (6.35a,b) and (6.37) shows that for the class A 
types VI 
0 
and VII the vacuum solutions must 
0 
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parameters, b1 , b2 and a (or~ for type VI 0 ) constant. 
The orthogonal case 
The orthogonal case has the energy-density 
µ ~ o, (6.39a) 
and the fluid flm~ lines are orthogonal to the surfaces of homogeneity S<t), 
(6.39b) 
The three conservation equations (6.28b,c,d) are individually satisfied and 
the fourth one, (6.28a), can be integrated directly to give 
-< 8+2:U w = w e 
0 
vJ = const. ~ 0. 
0 
(6.40) 
The left-hand side of the equations (6.30b,c,d,g,i) still remain zero, then 
the same argument applied to the vacuum case leading to eq. (6.34) remains true. 
For the orthogonal case the automorphism parameters b1 and b2 must also be 
constant. The non-trivial equations are now (6.30d,K) plus two of the equations 
given by <E3 l in addition to eq. (6.40). In this case we see from (6.40) and 
( 6.15e) that the variables Band), do occur explicitly in the set of field 
equations, so we no longer can achieve a significant simplification by replacing 
them by B
4 
and B5 as done for the vacuum case (eqs. 6.32b,c). The equations are 
now essentially second order in t. 
In the orthogonal case the accelaration ua and the vorticity wab vanish. 
The expansion scalar 8 is given by 
8=8+2J..., (6.41a) 














0 = 1/2 a( e - 1/3 (), - 8 - 3A)e 1/2 8,..,e (6.41b) a.f3 L 
2A -2A 
. 
28 1/2 B1e 
1/2 B2e 
2/3 (8 - 2>..)e 
The open Friedmann-Robertson-Walker CK= -1) Universe is obtained by setting 
oa, = O, which gives 
a= A= o, (6.42a) 
8 = ).., (6.42b) 
B1 = 0 = B2 . (6.42c) 
By virtue of the eqs. (6.42) the equation (6.30d) is identically satisfied, 
and the remainig field equation is (6.301<) which might be expressed in the form 
2µe 28 68 ·' + 6E, = (6.43a) 
where E = -1/6 s i nh 22A 2 - a = canst. < 0. If ~lie define a ne~11 function R<t) by 
R(t) 8 = e 
' 
(6.43b) 
and making use of eq. (6.29) the equation (6.43a) may be written in the form 
CR/R) 2 + E/R2 = 1/3 µ, (6.43c) 






The ti 1 ted case 
In the tilted case both the energy-densityµ and the tilt angle~ must be 
non-zero. The conservation equations (6.28) are all non-trivial and the left-
hand side of the field equations wi 11 in general be non-zero. Al though the 
variables chosen have simplified the field equations some~~hat, in this case 
(which is the general situation) clearly the system is much more complex than 
for both the vacuum and the orthogonal system. Despite the comple x it y of the 
tilted system, we can still find a subsystem in which the equations (6.34) are 
valid; then form eq. (6.28e) we have 
3 -8 
C = e 1 2 C = C = 0. and 
From equations (6.28e) and (6.44a) we have 
rs i nh.l:l = r e 
0 
-B r = const. ~ 0 1 0 
(6.44a ) 
(6.44b) 
which characterizes the simplest subsystem that allows tilt. The essential field 
equations for this case are 
8+2:,.,, 2( 8+:,.,,) . 3 
Cwe cosh,)' = 2awe s1nh, c , C6.45a) 
2a(:,.,,' - B' ) - 1/2 B · 2A - ke- 2A, 2 3', e ' (6.45b) 











where eq. (6.45f) has been obtained by adding eqs. (6.30e) and (6.30h) . 
6.5 The Bianchi Type V Universe 
The Bianchi type V Lie algebra is invariant under the 6-parameter automor-
phism group of transformations given in table 2. The 4-parameter automorphism 
f am i l i es 
can be used to reduce the type V metric to the quasi-Taub form given in eq. 
(6.26). If we choose A1 as the invariance family for type V, the equations 
(6.22) ares.till val id. This leads to eqs. (6.25a, d) VJith the values of K =a= 
1. However nm~ eqs. (6.25b,c) are no longer val id because in t;,pe V these 
structure constants vanish (see eq. 4.24). Therefore a simple extension from 
type VIIh field equations as suggested by Siklos (1980) can not be done to 
obtain the field equations for type V. Nevertheless as long as we Know the 
metric and the structure functions and constants, the field equations may be 
calculated in a straightforward manner. 
In this section ~~e explore the freedom available to use an extra 
au t om or p h i sm p a r am e t e r i n t h e i n v a r i an c e f am i l y of t y p e V t o f u t h e r s i mp 1 i f y t h e 
metric compared with the form given by (6.26a). For this goal we choose the 






with A's given in section 5.4. The transformation A is given in terms of the 
automorphism parameters by 
-(h)s.) 
0 OJ e 
A J3 = -be •-)-. •-)-. 0 (6.46b) e a 3 
b2b3 - b 1 -b 2 
Following the same procedure developed for type Vllh the invariant basis 
{e } changes to 
a 
-(HJ\.) 
(6.47a) , e 1 ., = e e 1 , 
e2 , = -(•+J\,)(-b e , 3 e1 + e2), (6.47b) 
e3 , = ( b2b3 - b '> e1 - b2 e2 + e3. (6.47c) 1 . 
The metric ga'/3' = ea, . e
13
, may be reduced by use of equations (6.46a) and 
(5.2c) to the form 
= di ag( /A, -2A -2A . e .> ' (6.48) 







The commutators of the transformed basis {e ,} give the structure functions 
a · 
1 , 
()-. . ) 'y = - + 0 ; 1, 
1 ·' . 2• y = - b3e ' o' 2 ' 
1 ·' t\ e • y = - ' (6.49a) o ·' 3·' 
82 
2' 
)' ' 2 ' =-:>s.+i), 0 . 




Ct) are defined as 
From eq. (4.24) and table 1 we have that 
1 , 2' 
1. (6.49b) C 1'3 ' = C 2'3' = 
The Ricci tensor components are then given by 
2c{2 ;2) 
'? 2 4A+41) R = A - 2A + - 3A~ - 4AI) - 1/2 b3 e 00 
1/2 Ml 
2 4A+2~ 1/2 M2 
2 -241 ( 6. 50 a) - e - e 
' 
9 R -3/2 t\ e 4AH (6.50b) = ol 
~ R -3/2 M2e 
-1) (6.50c) = o2 
R = 2(A + )-) ' (6.50d) o3 
.. 
2A 2A 2 6A+41P 
Rll = <A + A + • )e + ( 2A A) 0, + ~ + A) e - 1/2 b3 e 
1/2 Ml 
2 6A+21) 2e 4A (6.50e) - e -
' 
.. 
2CAH) 2A 2A 
R12 = 1/2 b3e 
+ 1/2 (3A + 31P + 2Ue + 1./2 t\ M2 e (6.50f) ' 
R13 = 1/2 M1 









.. -2A -2A 2 41)+2A 
R22 ) e ( 2). A) Cl.. 
I) - A) e + 1/2 b3 = 0, - I) - A + - - e 
+ 1/2 M2 
2 -2(A+I)) 2, e -
R23 1/2 M2e 
-<2AH) 1/2 M
2
( 3:>-. A 21))e 
-(2A+I)) 
1/2 t\ b3e = + - - + 
The first order equation (6.7e) is given by 
R 
00 
aJ3 '2 '2 '2 . 2 4 (AH) 
+ R = 2:>-. - 2A - 21) - 4A(~ + k) - 1/2 b e -g ~ 3 
The conservation equations (6.10) are given by 
( 2k -A h R) . 2 2k -A . h,, 3 O we cos r. - we sin ~c = , 
2A+31) 
r ).-l)-2A . hR 2). . hR( 2 3t h"' b. 4A-21) 1) k-l)-2A O , re sin rc - rs1n r,c c an _,., -
3











The special automorphism parameters enter in the field equations only as 










satisfied. Thus the automorphism parameter k enter in the field equations only 
as first and second derivatives. This allows the change of variable 
(6.53) 
The field equations (6.50b 1 c,d) give, respectively 
Ml = 0 =) bl = b2b3' (6.54a) 
M2 = 0 =) b2 = 0 <=) b2 = const., (6.54b) 
A k = 0 (=) k = - A. (6.54c) 
From eqs. ( 6.50f) and (6.54a,b) we ha\Je that 
(6.55a) 
which does allows a solution with 
B3 = 0 =) b3 = 0 <= > b3 = cons t . (6.55b) 
Therefore, for type V vacuum we have a subsystem in which the 3 s~ecial 
automorphism parameters b. 
I 
(i=l ,2,3) are constants. Of course if condition 




In the orthogonal case we may still carry out the change of variables given 
by eq. (6.53). Now the conservation equation (6.51a) has an explicit dependence 
on k. Actually this equation can be integrated on the spot resulting in 
w = w eA-2A, w = const. * 0. 
0 0 
(6.56) 
Thus we can no longer assume the change of \Jariable (6.53). In this case as well 





(i=l ,2,3) are constant. 
Although the general tilted case is r·ather complicated, the simplest 
subsystem ~vhich allows tilt is. obtained when the eqs. (6.54a,b) are still valid. 
In this case we have 
1 2 3 A 
C = C = 0, C = e 1 
and from the conservation equation (6.51d) 
rs i nh.~ r 
0 
= con:. t . ~ 0 , 
6.6 The Class A Bianchi Types 
The class A Bianchi types VI and VI I 
0 0 
from type VI I h results as shm•m in table 2. 
VI I I and I)( - can also have their metric and 
of the automorphism group. The metric of 
(6.57a) 
( 6.57b) 
have been considered as extensions 
The other class A t ypes - I ' I I , 
field equations simplified by means 
types ~)I I I and IX may at most be 
reduced to a diagonal form (Jantzen, 1979) as they have a 3-dimensional 
au t om or p h i sm gr o u p • Th e B i an c h i t :' p e I me t r i c i s a l r e ad y v e r y s i mp l e so t h a t 
application of this method does not bring an y significant advantage. Type has 
its metric in a diagonal form in a suitable coordinate frame <Ellis and 
MacCallum, 1969). (l~~~<»,~~-~ 
The most interesting case is then type II which has a 6-dimensional 
~ ~ .u'~(#AJ 
automorphism group. From table 2 vJe can choose a 5-paramet e'f i~; ; riance fam 11y7 
for type II given by ~~~ ~~i 
£-t,~~~J. 
A= A2, .A3 .A1 .A5 .A6 , (6.58a) 
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where the A' s are given in section 5.4 . 
• 
The transformation (6.58a) is ~<Jr· itten in terms of the automorphism gr·oup 
parameters as 
P-• p-i, -N e P-• e COSCl e sina 1 
I\ f3 PH . PH PH = -e srna e cosa -N e a 2 (6.58b) 
0 0 e2P 
where 
N1 = bc-cosa: 
J 
+ b6s i na, 
N = 2 -b5sina + b6cosa. (6.58c) 
The transformed invariant basis {ea , ) is given in terms of the old one by 
P-() 
sina N1 e3 ) , (6 .59a ) e 1, = e· ( C OSO: e1 + e2 -
PH . 
N2 e2 , = e· (-srna e1 + cosa e2 e3 ) ' (6.59b ) 
• 2.P 
e3 ·' = e e3. ( 6.59c ) 
,... 
The structure functions obtained from the commutators of the new basis are 
1 , 
y o ' l ' =P-• 
1' ' 2• 
y o ,· 2 , = - ae 
? ' • -2• y- = ae 
o ' 1' 
2' 







}' 0 1 11 = (6.60a) 
3' -He 
$ 
}' = 0 1 2' 2 
y3 ' = 2P, 




( t) (b5cosa 
. -p 





cosa)e . (6.60b) 






, = 1. (6.60c) 
The metric ga'.13' =ea , . e_13 ., can be reduced to the form 
d
. , 2A 2A -4A . 
g - 1ag~ e , e , e J, a' f3 ' -
(6.61) 
with A= A(t), We require that A(t) ~ 0 for all t, and that 923 - g22 ~ 0 . 
The Ricci tensor components turn out to be 
R = 4P 
00 
R 1/2 = ol 
Ro2 = 1/2 
R 
o3 = 0' 
Rl 1 = (A 






























R12 = a: cosh2~e + 4cx¢ie cosh2¢i 
-4A-¢i 
R13 = 1/2 H1e - 1/2 H1 < 2¢1 + 
.. 
2A 








+ 5.P)e -4A-¢i 
2A ·2 - A)e + a 
-4A + 1/2 H1H2e ' 
. -4A+3¢i - 1/2 H2cxe 
2A e cosh41) + 
These imply the first order equation 
'2 '2 '2 2 -6A-2t 









The field equations are now easily obtained by use of (6.62) and (6.10). The 
conservation equations turn out to be 
, -4P ho)' O ~we · cos~ = , (6.63a) 
-¢1 . -6A 3 
- H1 e .> e c J , 
(6.63b) 
(6.63c) 





The conservation equations (6.63a,d) can be immediately integrated given, 
respective 1 y 
~<1c osh.13 = w 4P vJ = cons t. :i. 0' (6.64a) e 0 0 
rsinh.13 = 4A+2P = const. :i. 0. (6.64b) r 
0
e , r 
0 
In the vacuum case the conservation equations are identically satisfied. The 
f-ield equations give 
From eqs. (6.64) and (6.60b) we have that 
b5 = 0 <=> b5 = canst. 






Th e au t om or p h i sm p a r am e t e r s P an d a do n o t o c c u r e x p 1 i c i t 1 ;1 i n t h e f i e 1 d 
equations, only their first and second derivatives. Then we may define new 
variables H3 and H4 by 
(6.66a) 
(6.66b) 
The remaining set of field equations turns out to be second order only in 
the variable A. From eq. (6.56f) we have 
(6.66a) 
which allows a solution with H4 = o, resulting in a= constant. Therefore in the 
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vacuum case we must have the 2 special automorphism parameters b5 and b6 
constant, and there exists a subsystem in which the special automorphism 
parameter a is also constant. 
In the orthogonal case the only non-trivially satisfied conservation 
equation is (6.62e). Thus l-<Je can still have eqs. (6.64) and (6.66b) val id. 
However we can no longer maKe use of eq. (6.66a) due to the conservation 
equation C6.63e). In this case we must also have the special automorphism 
parameters b5 and b6 constant, and there is a subsystem in which the special 
automorphism parameter a is constant. 
The tilted case is much more complicated. Nevertheless there is a subsystem 
in which the eqs. (6.65) remain true. This leads to 
rsinh.f3 = 2<A+P) r 
0
e , 
which was obtained form eq. (6.63f) and the fact that 
1 
C 
2 = C = 0, c3 = 2A e 
( 6.67a) 
(6.67b) 
This characterizes the simplest subsystem that allows tilt. As has been 
shown by King and Ellis (1973) type II ma;, have tilt but it is vorticity free. 
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6.7 Concluding remarks 
In Chapter 5 we have presented the automorphism group and the special 
automorphism group for each Bianchi group type and written them as individual 
transformations with 1- or 2-parameters. The invariance family for each Bianchi 
group type is given in Table 2, where the automorphism group dimension and the 
group orbit dimension are ~lso displayed. 
In this Chapter we have shown how the time-dependent automorphism group of 
the Bianchi Lie algebras can be used to diagonalize or further simplify the 
metric of the Bianchi Univer·ses. The -~implification in the metric is achieved 
when some of the metric time-dependence is absorbed in some of the automorphism 
group parameter. For the semisimple Bianchi t ypes C0III and XI) the metric may 
at most be diagonalized <.Jantzen, 1979) due to the fact that thes.e models have a 
3-dimen<:ional automorphism group (for the semisimple Bianchi types the 
automorohism group coincides with the special automorphism group). The non-
abel ian non-semi<:. imple Bianchi types (II, JI.), V, Vlh and ')llh) ha•Je a larger 
automorphism group which provides extra freedom to further simplify the metric. 
In fact, the nc,n-abel ian non-s.emisimple Bianchi types IV, lJih and l)IJh have a 4-
parameter automorphism group which allows us to reduce the metric to a quasi-
Taub form T3 , that is to a h~o parameter diagonal for·m in ~·Jhich one of the 
metric components is. just the inver<:.e of the other. The other non-abel ian non-
semisimple Bianchi types have a 6-dimensional automorphism group; thus a further 
simplification may be possible using one extra automorphism parameter to reduce 
t h e me t r i c t o a 1 - p a r am e t e r d i ago n a 1 f or m • Th e ab e 1 i an B i an c h i t y p e has a 9-
parameter automorphism group, however its metric can be written in a diagonal 
form in a 
necessity of 
coordinate fra::J. This exhibits a gceat simplicity "ithout the 





a further· simplification mightQ ossible. 
Thus all Bianchi Universes models can be written in an 'automorphism basis ' 
l,Jher·e the metric is at least in a diagonal form. The price that mu<.:t be paid for 
t h i s i s t h a t , a 1 t h o u g h t h e au t om or p h i sm bas i s i <.:. s t i 1 1 an i n v a r i an t b a s i s , i t i s 
no longer in variant by dragging along the normals. Th i s generates some time-
dependent structure functions in addition to the structure constants due to the 
non-commutativity of the automorphism vector basis with the normal vector n = 
The application of the automorphism group to reduce the 3-metric time-
dependence is consider-ed e i< plicitl ;t i n sect i on 6.2 for Bi anchi hpe ~)IIh 
Universes. The Ei nstein field equat i on s and the conservation equations are also 
written down for t ype VIIh. However, by a simple change of var ia bles of t ype 
VIIh' the field equations and the conser vation equations are immediatel y 
obtained for s6me other Bianchi t ypes. This is explained in s ection 6.3, where 
Table 3 shows which and how type VIIh quantities should be changed in order to 
get the extension. Our results correct and extend the pre v ious work of Siklos 
( 1 980 ) . 
Siklos (1980) has transformed the automorphism basis to an orthonormal 
frame. However, as we have shown, this is not necessary in order to see how the 
metric can be simplified via the automor·ph i sm group. The automorphism basis 
g iven in eqs. ( 6.22c ) with metric ( 6.26a ) , can be easil y transformed to an 
or thonorm a l frame. In this or· thonormal frame, the vector 
are no longer constant; they are transformed to A = (0, 
A 
a.13 
aA and the matri x n 
0 -8 .> d a.13 = , ae . an n 
d 
. , 2A-B k - ( 2A + B ) 
1 ag•, e , e , 0). These expressions also correct the previous work of 
? 
Siklos bY an appropriate identification of the parameters: ( his a- is identified 
with our e- 2B and his e2µ with our e2A) . 
In a recent series of papers Jantzen ( 1979, 1983, 1984) has also made use of 
the au t om or p h i sm gr o u p t o g e t h e r ~~ i t h t h e ADM Ham i 1 t on i an f or ma 1 i sm to 
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investigate the dynamics of the spatially homogeneous perfect fluid universe 
models. In his approach the Einstein field equations are given by a set of 12 
first order ordinar y differential equations plus four constraints. The 
constraints equations can be used to replace all matter variables by geometric 
variables, and the field equations become a 12-dimensional autonomous s ystem. 
Following the Hamiltonian formulation of Jantzen and using the scale invariance 
of the Einstein field equations (Jantzen, 1983) and the compactification of the 
gravitational phase space, Rosquist (1983, 1984) has found a new exact Bianchi 
t ype VI cosmological solution which represents a tilted , rotating and expanding 
0 
radiation filled Universe. The solution is an equilibrium solution of a 4-
dimens i onal autonomous subsystem of t ype VI • In a similar procedure, the 
0 
compactified field equations for class B Bianchi t ypes have been obtained by 
Roque and Llaklitsh (1985); in particular· a 1-par·ameter familie;. of vacuum 
solutions have been found for Bianchi t ypes. g), 1..) Ih and ~JIIh Uni 1> erses ( see 
preprint copy in the Appendi x). 
The geometric approach presented in this Chapter ma y also be suitably 
transformed to give the Einstein field equations as a set of 12 first order 
ordinar y differential equations indentical to those prov ided by the Hami 1 tonian 
formal ism. Hm<1ever, for· this aim the use of onl y three ;.pecial automorphism 
gr o u p p a r am e t e r s. i n or de r· t o d i ago n a I i z e t h e me t r i c of t h e n on - ab e 1 i an n on -
semisimple Bianchi t ypes have shown to be more appropriate than the use of 
extra automorphism gr·oup parameters for fur· ther sirnpl if ication of the metric 
because the y generate undesirable structure functions to make the appropriate 
i dentifications. A comparative ana1 , @ b,t«een th, geometric approach 
p r e s e n t e d h e r e an d t h e Ham i 1 t on i an f o nn a I i sm of LT an t z e n i s c u r r e n t I y be i n g 
investigated. 




simplification of the Einstein field equations is possible through the use of 
the time-dependent automorphism group. The vacuum and orthogonal cases for 
Bianchi t ypes VI 
0 
and ~)II must ha•Je 
0 
constant special automorphism group 
p a r am e t e r s , 1,oJ h i l e t h e B i a n c h i t y p e s I lJ , V I h an d V I I h on 1 y two of t h e s p e c i a 1 
automorphism group parameters are required to be constant. This simply means 
that for the vacuum and or· thogonal Bianchi types VI and VII , it is sufficient 
0 0 
only one of the automorphism group parameters to be time-dependent to reduce the 
metric at all times to the form (6.26); for the Bianchi types IV, Vlh and VIIh 
only two of the automorphism group parameters need to be time-dependent to 
reduce the metric at all times to the for·m (6.26). In the tilted case ~~hich is 
the general situation, in principle all the automorphism group parameters should 
be time-dependent; however in the simplest tilted case for the Bianchi models 
included in Table 3, only two of the automorphism group parameters need to be 
time-dependent to keep the metric in the for·m (6.26) at all times. 
The Bianchi types II and V have a 6-dimensional automorphism group which an 
a p p r op r· i a t e c h o i c e of t h e i r i n 1.1 a r i an c e f am i 1 i e s , a 1 l 01,oJ f u r t h e r s i mp 1 i f i c a t i on of 
the metric given by (6.26a). The general vacuum and orthogonal t ype V cases must 
h av e on e of t h e s p e c i a 1 au t om or p h i sm gr o u p p a r am e t e r s c on s t an t , bu t t h e r e i s a 
subsystem in which additionally another two special automorphism parameters are 
also time-independent. Type II vacuum and orthogonal cases have two time-
independent special automorphism group parameters with a subsystem in which 
another special automorphism parameter is also time-independent. We notice that 
in type 11 the Ricci tensor component R 
o3 vanishes at a 11 times. This 
immediatel y says that in type 11 the fluid 4-veloc i t y component u3 = 0. 
Consequentl y type 11 Universes are v or t i c i t y-fr e e although they ma y have a non-
vanishing tilt angle (this result is in agreement 1/Jith King and Ellis, 1973). 
Although we present here the Einstein field equations for all non-abelian 





of the time-dependent automorphism group as a mechanism to simplif y as much as 
possible the metric of these models, and present some qualitati ve anal ysis of 
the field equations rather than tr y to solve them in a hunt for new cosmological 
solutions. 1,,Je believe that the application of this method is not >' et exhausted 
and that further interesting solutions ma y become accessible through use of the 
techniques discussed in this Chapter. 
A compact version of the material contained in Chapters 5 and 6 has 
, ·ece Q , been published in: Axisymmetric Systems, Galaxies and Relatiuity, ed. 







ON THE NATURE OF THE INITIAL SINGULARITY 
7.1 Introduction 
One of the most intriguing problems in relativistic cosmology is the 
existence of space-time singularities. Roughly speaking a singularit y is a place 
tAJ here the predictability of a theor :1 breaks dm,in. Physically a singularit y 
occurs 1J.Jhen some physical measur·abl e quantities such :J,,;i,e~;e;};;;;;:~:<;,J.t: or 
the temperature become infinite. In cosmology a singulari t;~:S~n the 
world line of an observer )s.(s) cannot be extended beyond a finite distance s 
along the curve )s.(s). An observer that reachs the singularit y simply cease to 
exist. A t ypical example of a cosmolocical singularity is the Big-Bang, however 
man y different types of space-time singularities are Known. 
Space-time singularities have been Known for a long time as far as General 
Relativity is concerned, but only during the end of the sixties and beginning of 
the seventies was a great development achieved in the subject ( see Tipler et. 
al. 1980 for an excelent review on singularities with historical remarks on the 
development of the theory). One of the major achievement has been the 1970 
singularity Theorem of Hawking and Penrose which essentiall y states that 
<Ha~·J king and Ellis, 1973): 
If in a space-time (M, g) the follm,iing conditions are satisfied: 





2) There are no closed timel ike curves 
3) There exists a point from which the past null-cone starts to reconverge 
4) All non-spacelike geodesics experience some curvature 
then ther·e exists an incomplete non-spacel ike geodesic; in other words a space-
time singularity. 
The Ha1,11k i ng-Penrose Theorem predicts the existence of space-time 
singularities, however it does not give i nformation about the nature of the 
s·ingularity such as whether the singularity occurs in the past or in the future 
or how strong the singularity is. Thus most of the recent work on singularities 
has been concentrated on investigating their nature rather than their ex istence. 
There are a variety of types of space-time singularities. Essentially they 
fall in one of the follot1Jing categories (Ellis. and Schmidt, 1977): 
a) curvature singularities, which are characterized by the fact that some of the 
Riemann tensor components diverge when the y are measured in a frame that is 
parallely propagated along a curve A(s). 
b) non-curvature singularities, which occurs when all the Riemann tensor 
components are bounded in a parallely propagated frame along a curve ~(s). 
The curvature singularities are split into tl-110 classes 1,11hich are called: 
i) s.calar 
A(s), and 
curve A( s). 
when some scalar polynomial field in the Rieman{i')nsor diverges along 
ii) non-scalar when no scalar pol yn omial field ~ nbounded along the 
The Big-Bang is a scalar curvature singularity; many other examples 
of space-time singularities ma y be found in Ellis and King (1977). The tilted 
cosmological models exhibt the most interesting kind of singularities as can be 
seen in the papers of Siklos (1978) and Col 1 ins and Ell is (1979). 
In this Chapter we are particularly interested 
of the nature of the initial singularit y in the 







It is customary assumed that the initial singularity o'.Big-Bang) in the FLRLJ 
Universe models is an isotropic singularity ( by isotropic singularit y here we 
mean a singularity where the volume of a body is cru~ ed isotropically to zero 
near the singularity) with strength the same as that of the singularity in the 
energy-density µ(t), Hm1,1ever in this chapter vJe ~I/ill show that not all particles 
in the universe experience an isotropic singularity. In order to examine this 
issue it is convenient to consider the time-reverse of particles emerging from 
the initial singularity in an expanding FLRlJ Universe. This corresponds to the 
case of particles falling into a singularit:1 in the future, which is exactly 
what occurs in the final singularity in a closed FLRW Universe. 
A FLRW Universe appear to be isotropic to any comoving observer with 
fundamental 4-velocity u. However in the hot early stages of the Universe near 
the singularity, almost all particles are moving at a very high speed relative 
to the fundamental velocity u. Consequently at any particular space-time event, 
the effective density of matter experienced by such particles is much higher 
than that experienced by a fundamental observer; and the effect of the space-
time curvature on these particles is anisotropic . 
Similar effects will occur in other more complex Universe models (such as 
Bianchi Universes). The singularity as experienced by a general particle is 
rather different than that experienced by a fundamental one because almost all 
particles are moving at high speed relative to 
the Universe, which defines the velocity of 
velocity of motion in 
ndamental observer. 
Thus both the strength of the singularity and its nature may differ from that 
which would be experienced by a fundamental observer. Our examination of FLRW 






7.2 FLRW Geometry and Dynamics 
The spatially-homogeneous and isotropic FLRW metric may be written as 
(Ellis, 1972) 
( 7. 1) 
where R(t) is the 'Radius' (or scaling) function, f<r) = (sin r, r, sinh r) 
according to the 3-spaces of curvature be 
respectively; and the fundamental velocity 
ua = ~a = (1, O, O, 0). 
0 
(positive, zer·o, negative) 
(7. 2) 
The energy-momentum tensor of the matter content is that of a perfect fluid 
(s ee section 2.4) with 4-velocity u, 
The energy densityµ and the pressure pare given by 
a b 
µ = Tabu u , 
(7. 3) 
(7 .4a ) 
( 7.4b) 
where hab =gab+ uaub is the projection tensor to the surfaces of homogeneity. 
These quantities will be assumed to satisfy the usual strong energy conditions, 
µ t p ) o, ( 7.5a) 




In the hot early universe the matter is very well described by an ideal 
Fermi ga<: 1AJith equation of state 
p = (1/~ µ' (7.6) 
which corresponds to radiation (see section 2.4 ) . Thus the particles will be 
moving fast on the average relative to u (the i r mean velocit y will be u, but the ~ 
4 
mean of the squares of their velocities relative to u will be high). 
The conservation equation Ceqs. 2.43) for the FLRW Universes reads 
µ + 3( µ + p)R/ R = 0. (7.7) 
From the conservation equation (7.7) and the equation of state (7.6) we have 
that 
µ = µ CR /R) 4 , µ = const. ~ 0. 
0 0 . 0 
The temperature T is related to the energy-density by 
4 µ = aT , 
and so, from eq. (7.8a) we have 





The Einstein field equations determine the evolution of R(t). This is given 
by the solution of the Friedmann equation 
(7. 9) 
1AJhere the constant I< is equal to (+l, O, -1) according to the 3-<:.paces being 
( c 1 o s e d , f 1 a t , op e n ) r e s p e c t i v e 1 y • A t e a r 1 y t i me s ~11 h e n R ( t ) i s s.m a 1 l an d e q . 





R(t) = tl/2 
' 
(7 .10a ) 
showing that from (7.Sa) and (7.8c) 
µ = µ(t/t)2, 
0 0 
(7 .10b ) 
T = T (t /t) 1/2, 
0 0 · 
(7.10c) 
whereµ = µ(t ) and T = T(t ). 
0 0 0 0 
Fast moving observer. By virtue of the spatial homogeneity of the universe 
model, lJJe can choose ~vithout lo<.:.s of generality a galaxy r;J as the origin of the 
coordinate-s r = 0. Let us con<.:. ider nm,, a r·adial timel ike geodesic 3' at the 
hyper· b c.J i c an g 1 e f3 t o the fund am e, n t a 1 tJ e 1 o c i t y u 1-11 i th t he tang en t • ..1 e c t or 
(7.11) 
w h e r e e a i s a u n i t r ad i a 1 s p a c e 1 i K e •J e c t or or t h o go n a 1 t o u a an d lv i t h c om p on e n t s 
-1 
R , O, 0). Suppose that at the inter·section of the galaxy l.oJOrld 1 ine 
and the timel ike geodesic j'the hyper·bol ic angle J3 takes the value .13
0
, the time 
t the value t and the radius function R the value R = R<t ). Then from eq . 
0 0 0 
(7.1) the 1,ector· U is par·allel propagated along itself, i.e. a geodesic vector 
field, iff (see eq. 2.18) 
v'UU = 0 <=> <Rs i nhf3) • = O, (7 .12a ) 
which immediately says that 
sinhf(t) = R sinh~ /R(t). 
0 0 
(7.12b) 
This is the tangent vector to the path that radially freely moving particles 





determined by the equation 
dt/d1 = u0 = coshJ, 
so 11Je have 
t = 
Near the singularity (1JJhen R(t) is small) eq. 0.13b) gives 
t = f R(t)/R sinhJ?. dt, 
0 0 
where by use of (7.10a) we have 
t / t 
0 









So ~v e s e e t h a t dt / d t -+ 0 as t-+ 0 • T h i s i mp I i e s t h e f i r s t e ff e c t e x p e r· i e n c e d by 
a fast moving observer, name I y: The rate of change of any spat i a 1 I y homogeneous 
quantity measured by him will be slower than that measured by a fundamental 
observer (because of their relative time dilatation). Thus in particular he will 
measure the radius function R, the energy densityµ and the temperature T to 
c h an g e s I m~, e r as h e a p p r o a c h s t h e i n i t i a 1 s i n g u 1 a r i t y t h an w i 1 l a f u n dame n t a l 
observer ( for whom the proper time is t). Actually those ratio are given by 
R/R ) 1/3 0 , -1/3 -'> 1 3 (1/ t =) C 1/R )dR/dt = / t . t ,_ ., ~. 
0 0 0 - 0 . 
(7.14a) 
µ/ µ = ( ·"( / 1)4/3 => ( 1/~l )dµ/dt = -(4/3) t 4/3/"(7/3, 
0 0 0 0 
(7.14b) 
T.IT = er / '01/3 =) ( 1/T ) dT/d·t = - ( 1/3) t 1/3 / "(4/3. 





The effective density. This first effect is compensated by a second effect. 
Let us introduce an orthonormal basis of vectors {E} that is parallel 
a 
propagated along the timelike Qeodesics and having E = U; for· 
- 0 
that is a 
' physical ' basis that would corresponds to measurements by an observer moving on 
the geodesics with tangent vector U. The basis {E) is 
a 
E a ua ( cosh,, -1 0' 0) ' = = R sinh.13, 0 ( 7.15a) 
El 
a 
( !:- i nh,, -1 0' 0) ' = R c osh.13, (7.15b) 
E,, a ( 0' 0' (fR) -l, 0) ' = L. <7. 15c) 
(7.15d) 
where ,ct) is given by eq. (7.12b). The effective energy densit y measured by the 
fast moving observer is 
b 2 2 µ • = T E aE = µcosh, + psinh J; 
ab o o 
the effective pressure in the 1-dir·ection is 
and the effective energy flu x is 
q' = T E aE b = cµ + p)sinh,cosh,. 




Substituting from (7.12b) and (7.10a) giveµ , , p•
11 
and q' as functions of t 
and from ( 7.13) give as funnctions of~. In particular, we find 
µ • = µ + <sinh, R /R) 2 cµ + p), 
0 0 
(7.17) 
for the effective energy densit:1 µ•, Thus for· small values of R(t) near the 
104 
• 






• The express. ion (7.18 ) shows hm,, at earl y timesµ , is at 
each time much larger thanµ (given by (7.8a)). If we substitute (7.10a) into 
<7.18) ~·Je get 
( 7.19a ) 




µ, = µ (1 + 4/ 3 sinh-J) and C' 
0 0 0 0 
? 
= ( 1 + 4/3 sinh-J )C . 
0 0 
interesting feature here is how the two effects cancel out: 
(7.19b) 
µ, /µ' has 
0 
the same dependence in the proper time~ asµ;µ has in the proper time t. So 
0 
both the fundamental observer and the fast moving observer measure the effecti ve 
energ y density to increase as the same power of their measured proper time. What 
happens is that at an y particular event t = t on 1, 
0 
the fast mo vi ng observer 
measures a much higher effective energy density than the fundamental observer, 
but the time dilatation results in him measuring the same rate of increase of 
the effective energy density with his proper time. The fundamental observer 
a t t a i n t h e same 1 e OJ e l of de n s i t y a t an e a r l i e r· c o sm i c t i me t ' t h an t h e f as t 
moving observer experiences at t; but both measure the same histor y for the 




The null case. A particular situation occurs when the particles considered are 
taken to move at the speed of light; they will be moving along null geodesics. 
Let a future-directed radial null geodesic be xa(k) with tangent vector 
a 
dx / dk, 
then Ka satisfy 
KaK = 0 (null vector condition), 
a 
K Kb= O (geodesic condition). 
a;b 
The null vector Ka can be written from the metric (7.1) as 






In terms of the orthonormal basis {E} given in ( 7.15), the null vector K 
a 
turns out to be 









0 = - u Ka= R /RCt), 
a o 
thus we have 
), = f R(t)/R
0 




The effective energy density measured bv the null particles is 
= (µ t p)(R / R) 2 
0 
At early timesµ" takes the form 
(7.23a) 
(7. 23b) 
This relation shows immediatel y that at early times the null particles and 
the fast moving particles measure essentially the same effective enjrgy density. 
The equations (7.22b) and (7.10a) give 
kl ~ = (t/t )312 , 
0 0 
(7.23c) 
which agrees with the relation (7.13d). Similarly we have 
(7.23d) 
which also exibts the same power dependence measured along the null geodesics as 
eq. (7.19b) for the fast moving observer. 
In some cases curvature measured along a parallel propagated frame is much 
h i g h e r t h an i n some o t h e r f r am e s . I n f a c t i t c an be d i v e r g e n t i n t h e p a r a 1 1 e 1 
propagated frame and bounded in another (Ellis and Schmidt, 1977 and Collins and 
E 1 1 i s , 1 9 7 9 ) • I n t h e p r e s e n t c a s e t h e fr am e (7 • 1 5 ) i s p a r· a l 1 e 1 p r op a g a t e d a 1 on g 
the null geodesics parametrized by~ if we have 
.13 o', t ·.> 13 e = e· 0 R(t)/R . 
0 
(7.24) 
The energy densityµ • evaluated in the parallel propagated null geodesic 
frame is 




~vhere nm•J the angle J3(t) is given b:t equation ( 7.24) instead of by (7,12b). For 
small values of R(t) near the singularity we have from (7.25) that 
(7.26a) 
which from (7.8a) gives 
µ , - C < R /R) 6 , 
0 0 
( 7.26b ) 
Where Co -- /1.,1 '."'\ µ0 e-
2J3o, Th th ff t · d · t \L -.q us e e ec 1ve energy ens, y in the parallel 
propagated frame along the null geodesics presents the same effect here as that 
discussed earlier on (7.18). Of course, (7.26b ) expressed in terms of the affine 
parameter~ along the null geodesics also shows the same result as eq. (7.19b). 
So ,,~ e c an s e e t h a t i n a p a r a l l e l p r op a g a t e d fr am e a l on g t h e n u l l g e ode s i c s 
n / t ) 3 , bu t t h e r e i s an o t h e r fr am e a l on g t h e t i me l i K e g e ode s i c s 
0 ,., 
<namel y , that one in which J3(t) = 0) for whichµ • / µ - (t / t ) L holds. In fact it 
0 0 
is clear from eq. (7.16a) that the latter frame is the minimal frame for such 
measurements. Any other frame will gi•.Je larger· answer for µ • , Thus the 
s i ngularit ;t in the Ricci tensor <scalar singularity) is considerably stronger 
.. ~vhen measured in an orthonormal frame par·allel propagated along the null 
g e ode s i c s , t h an i n t h e m i n i ma 1 fr am e ( ~·J h i c h i s r e l a t e d t o t h e p a r a l l e 1 
propagated frame by a Lorentz transformation that diverges when one approaches 
the initial singularit y ), Nevertheless, the effect is not as drastic as in the 
case of whimper singularities (Ellis and King, 1974 ) , 11Jher·e the ener-gy densit y 
i s f i nite in the minimal frame but diverges in the parallel propagated frame. In 
t h e p r e s e n t c as e , t h e e n e r g y de n s i t y i n t h e p a r a l l e l p r op a g a t e d f r am e i s s i mp l y 
more rapidl y divergent than in the minimal frame. 
The relation between the two points discussed here is that when the energy 




using a parallel propagated frame (because Ka is parallel propagated). Thus the 
strength of the effective Ricci tensor singularity agrees in these two cases. 
7.3 The Anisotropic Effect of Curvature 
In the previous section 1/Je have established the existence of an 'equal 
s t r e n g t h ' s i n g u l a r i t i e s i n t h e R i c c i t e n so r f or· b o t h t h e f u n dame n t a 1 obs e r v e r 
and the fast moving observer when measured in their proper time. The aim of this 
section is to consider what effect these curvature singularities have on the 
particles considered. 
The tidal effects. We are exploring here this issue in an entirely classical 
context. So the curvature tensor acquires its main physical meaning as the 
source t"m io the geodesic @ atioo equation (Piraoi, 1956) aod hence th, 
driving term causing gravitational field (tidal forces) stresses in elastic 
bodies (1,Jeber, 190 nd Misner, Thorne and l,Jheeler, 1973 ) . Thus in the present 
case it can be r·egarded as causing tidal force stresses to the particles falling 
into the singularity. Using an elastic approximation for the responce of this 
body, the d/{:) ation vector· i; expres.sing the s.tr·ain in the body in the dir·ection 
r satisfie ~ equation (Weber, 1961) 
(7.27) 
where Va is the 4-velocity of the body; the damping force is given by the second 
Df and Hf 
a a 
term and the restoring force by the third term with tensors 
describing the elastic properties of the body. Thus the driving term for the 










This is the term that we will investigate. Let us consider the Einstein field 
equations in the form 
Rab= ~: (Tab -(1/ 
where K is the gr ional constant and A is the cosmological constant. 
The ~Jeyl conformal tensor is defined by ( Ellis, 1973) 
C abed 
If ~~e 





vJhich is in fact comple ) ly equivalent to the Einstein field equations (7.28). If 
we assume a perfect fluid matter source, equation (7.29b) turns out to be 
(7.29c) 
Contracting equation (7.29c) twice with the vector Va, 
a 
where V Va= -1 and 
a 
Vu = -coshJ, we have 
a 
I = R vbvd = E + K/2 ,:µ + p)[-u u + coshJ(u V + u V > + 
ac abed ac a c a c c a 
where E ac = 
Q J - 1/3 (Kµ + A)(q --ac -ac 
is the , ,(;);, part ' of th, 
110 
IJ IJ ) 
a C 1 
l~eyl tensor 
(7.30) 







Equation (7.30) gives the form of the drivinQ term I whenever the . field - ac 
equations are satisfied with a perfect fluid matter content. In particular, in a 
space! ike direction r Crar = 1) that is perpendicular to the fluid flow vector 
a 
u in the rest frame of V, we have 
.,.. a C 
,:. r r 
ac 
1~hile in the spacelike direction r par·allel to the projection of u in the rest 
frame of V we have 
[K/2 (µ + 3p) - 1\J. (7.31b) 




= 1/3 [K/2 cµ + 3p)J + K/3 (µ + p)sinh-~, (7.31c) 
which is the source term in the Ra ychaudhuri equation for matter mouing with 4-
velocitx v•, determining the volume evolution of such matter (Ehlers, 19@ nd 
Ellis, 1972 ) , 
FLRW Universes. Let us no1,•J see what happens to a particle 
high speed into a 4')ularity in a FLRl,,J Universe. In 
Uni verses ar·e conforW f 1 at, l.oJe have 
C = 0 => E = 0. abed ac 
as it falls at a very 
this case, as FLRW 
At any particular space-time position near the singularity, the particles 
experiences a tidal force given by eq. (7.30), where V = LI is given by (7.11) 
a a 




the fast moving observer will experience near the singularit y a tidal force 
compressing him along the direction of motion with magnitude of 
~ a b 
"- r· r ab 
? 
= Kµ /3 (t / t)-
o 0 
= Kµ / 3 (1 /1) 4/ 3 . <7.32a ) 
0 0 
On the other hand, in the two orthogonal direction he experiences a tidal 
? 
force gi ven by (7.31a) which will be much larger (because of the sinh-~ factor, 
which di verges at the singularity), For this case, near the singularit y we have 
? 
= 2K µ /3 sin h-.13 
0 0 
? 
= 2~~ µ / 3 s i n h - ~ 
0 0 
( . I .. 2 
' 'T . ·1 ) • 
0 
(7.32b) 
The magnitude of the · t f ~ a b h an1so ropy o "-abr r wen a r ranges over all 
directions orthogonal to u is 
a 
? 
0 = K/ 2 ,:µ + p) s. inh-.13. (7.33) 
The average volume behavior is determined by the directional average 
( 7.31c ) , exactly as would have been expected from the Ra ychaudhuri equation for 
particles mo v ing with 4-velocit y V • 
a Near· the 
sin gu 1 ar i t y , this is gi• . ien 
· t 1 b ~1 1 ~ ab approx 1ma e y y L - "-abr r vJ h i c h by ( 7 , 3 2 b) i s. ( up to a c on st an t ) the same 
expression given by ( 7.19b) forµ•, This expression confirms what we have found 
in the previous section: while the energy dens i ty is much larger at an y space-
t i me e v e n t f or t h e f as t mo 1J i n g obs e r v e r t h an t h e s t a t i on a r y on e s , i t i '=· t h e same 
function of proper time for both particles. The major difference comes from the 
i nequal i t y of the forces along and perpendicular to the direction of relative 
motion for the fast moving particles, which will cause severe distortion effects 
to the particle, compressing it perpendicular to the direction of motion in a 
much larger magnitude than sideways, while its volume is crushed to zero. For 
t h e f u n dame n t a l obs e r v e r i t s v o l um e i s c r u sh e d t o z e r o as ~·1 e l l bu t ~v i t h o u t 
di st or t i on . According to Tipler (1977) this characterizes a 'strong 





The null case. If we contract now eq. (7.29a) twice with the null vector Ka, one 
obtains 
1/3 (KP+ A)K Kb' a . (7.34) 
where I"ac = RabcdKbKd and E"ac = CabcdKbKd. Then as required from the Riemann 
tensor symmetries, I" Kc= O, hence the driving term for parallel distortion is 
ac 
which is consistent with the fact that null radiation is transverse. A 
distortion-free focussing takes place in the orthogonal 2-spaces (spanned by the 
t a h a 1 raK O a v e c or r , w ere r r = , = , r· u 
a a a = 0), with magnitude determined by 
= E" a b abr r / 2 
, µ ) , Ka . 2 + K. 0, + p . 0,u ) • 
a 
(7.35a) 
Hence in the case of FLRW Universe near the singularity (when E"ab = 0) 




This implies that the effect of the gravitational field in focussing light 
ra ys is ( up to a constant) the same as its converging effect on the fast moving 
particles, except that it is an isotropic focussing perpendicular to the 
direction of motion without distortion (there is no compression along the 
d i rection of motion in the case of zero-rest mass particles). As in the case of 
massive particles, the effective strength of the curvature is that measured in a 




7.4 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter we concentrated attention on the nature of the initial 
singularity in the FLRW Universes. We have shown that the effect of the 
FLRW singularity (Big-Bang) on the particles in it is significantl y affected by 
the fact that near the singularity, temperatures are ver y high and on the 
a~erage the particles are moving at a very high speed in respect to the surfaces 
of homogeneit y . This means that considering a particle falling into the 
singularit y in the time-reverse sense ( as in the final singularit y for the 
closed FLRW Universe) at any particular time t 
0 
in the standard FLRl,J 
coordinates, the fast moving particles expe r iences much higher gravitat ional 
tidal forces act i ng to compress them than a fundamental part i cle (which is at 
r est re l ati ve to the surfaces of homogeneit y) , Ne vertheless, the t ime dilatation 
between these two observers acts to counteract this effect: the effective energy 
dens i t y experienced by the fast mo v ing observer near the s i ngularit y is the same 
function of his proper time as that measured by a fundame n tal obser ver is of his 
proper time. The major difference experienced between them i s that the fast 
moving particles are an isotropically compressed; the y are compressed orthogonal 
to their direction of motion by much greater tidal gravitational forces than 
those compressing them in the direction parallel to the motion. If we al low the 
slo1,oJing down of the fast moving particles due to collisions, the conclusion will 
be unaltered: the effective average speed of motion of the particles will be 
r educed, but between collisions the situation will be exactly as just described. 
Consequent 1 y the over a 11 effect is unchanged. 
The implication fo r the particles depend on the model considered. 
Classically, they would respond according to eq. (7.27), being infinitly 




allmvs for the change of direction 1,vith collisions, the effective direction of 
distortion axes will change at each collision, leading to successive anisotropic 
compression taking place in randomly distributed directi 
The implications for particles modeled in a quantum the 
similar: they are subject to divergent anisotropic forces rather than isotropic 
ones. Similarly, a group of particles moving at very high speed in the same 
direction will be compressed together in the same manner. 
practice, at the initial singular·ity this effect will take place in the In 
~ ard direction of time. The tidal gravitational fore as t i me 
progress in the reverse direction. They VJ i 11 be i ndef i arbitrarily 
near the singularity, and will be much larger at any particular time (and so at 
any particular energy densityµ or temperature T) for the fast moving observer, 
but decreasing in the same way with proper time for both the fundamental and 
f as t mo v i n g obs e r v e r s • S i m i 1 a r 1 y , t h e i n i t i a 1 s i n g u 1 a r· i t >' i n 8 i an c h i c o sm o 1 o g i e s 
( e.g. the cigar and pancake singularities in Bianchi I models ( Thorne, 1967) and 
i n pmver law singularities in more general cases Wainwright, 1984)) ~vill also 
look different from the view point of a fast moving particles than from the 
usu a 1 non - t i 1 t e d reference frame . 
The effects of curvature at the final singularity in the closed (k = +1) 
FLRW UnitJerse will be identical to these described above. The ti da 1 
gravitational forces will be increased in the for-~vard direction of time (just as 
for an observer falling into a black hole, cf. Misner, Thorne and l·Jheeler, 
1973). 
The physical implications are not clear· 11Jithout detailed models for the 
particles, but the effect should be remembered in considering physical process 
near the initial or the final singularit y . These effects ma y not necessarily 




interactions with each other, but certainly it changes one ' s view of the 




material of this chapter has 
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published version h<.10 corrections should be done: firsly in section 2, item 2.2, 
for the first effect found by a fast moving observer we should replace 'faster' 
by 'slower' and secondly the null vector Ka given in item 2.4 should be read as 






THE LUMPY UNIVERSE 
8.1 Introduction 
It is a normal procedure in cosmology to consider the Universe as being 
spatiall y ho~~geneous on a large scale ( this is the assumption underlying the 
spatially homogeneous cosmologies), and often the additional condition of 
spatial isotropy is as.sumed, leading to the FLRtJ Uni•,ierse models. Both 
conditions are indeed wel 1 satisfied when the Universe is observed over scales 
greater than 100 Mpc 8 . f 1 0 1 1 g h t ye a r s. 1 M i s n e r· e t a 1 • 1 9 7 3 ) • H 01"1 e v e r or 
scales of less than 100 Mpc. the Uni ver s e is far from being spatiall y hom ogenous 
an d i so t r· op i c . I n f a c t , i t a p p e a r s q u i t e i n h om o g e n e o u s. on a s.m a 1 1 e r· s c a 1 e ~·J h e r e 
the stars and galaxies are observed as concentrations of matter between vast 
empt y regions of the Universe. 
F r:,r n y p u r poses i n c o s.m o 1 o g y , t he s e 1 o c a 1 i n homo gene i t i es are i r re 1 e v an t . 
Thus. & s customar·;1 to ignor·e theses.mall s.cale structures ,.,ihile investigating 
the geometry and dynamics of the Universe as a whole. The s implest and most 
convenient approach is to consider a homogeneous distribution of matter where 
the 1 oca 1 inhomogeneities have been "smoothed-out" and this homogeneous 
distribution described as a perfect fluid source for the Einstein field 
equations. The FLRW Universe models are our ' best-fit ' Universe models under 







type I a.nd 1-f, Universe models) • 
Some more realistic Univer·se models have been considered l,'Jhere the spatial 
homogeneity condition has been dropped. These inhomogeneous models are rather 
complicated, as they involve spatial dependence in addition to the time 
dependence. Many of them have been shown to start off as inhomogeneous and 
evolve towards homogeneous models (see for instance Bonnor and Tomimura, 1976). 
However, the transition from being inhomogeneous to homogeneous is not due to a 
sm o o t i e1- u t pro c e du r- e bu t a re s u 1 t of the d y n am i c a 1 e v o 1 u t i on of t he mode 1 ~ 
times. There ma y be some sor-t of ph y sical process 
which cau .e his transition, such as viscosit y , but these processes do not deal 
w ith the problem of smoothing-out inhomogeneities on a spatial hypersurface at a 
g i v e n t i me t. To e x am i n e t h i s i s s. u e i t l·JO u 1 d be i n t e r· e s t i n g t o c on s i de r a 
cosmological model in "hich the spacelike sections°'' inhomogeneous on "j!. 11 
s c a 1 e bu t be c om r;)m o Q e n e o u s. on a 1 a r· g e s. c a 1 e . Th e sm o o t h i n g - o u t o f t h i s 1 o c a 1 
lumpiness could ~fh be responsible for· a. transition to smoothness l•Jith time. 
So far· in cosmolog ;1 the smoothing-out problem has been little consider·ed. 
Ver y recentl y , George Ellis at the 10th. General Relati 1,iit ;1 and Gra•,i i tation 
I n t er n a t i on a 1 c on fer enc e h as. c a 1 1 e d s. om e a t ten t i on t o th e pr· ob 1 em ( s. e e E 1 1 i s ' 
article i n the Proceedings of the GRG 10 confe;-ence ed. by 8. Bertotti et al. 
1984). His idea is to consider different scales of descr-iption of the same 
physical s y stem. Suppose that at a scale 
i ndi v iduall y perceived, the metric and the 
of description wher-e the star-s ar-e 
~ ffi~ ten sors. ar·e gi v en by 
( 91 . . ' I ,I T1 . . ) , 11Jhere 1Je C.:ill this scale 1. This le vel of descr· iption in vollJes. I ._I 
1022 s.tar·s; it is far tc,o detailed for- cos.mological pur·poses. ~~a coarser 
of descr· iption can be consider·ed VJher·e the metric and = scale 
tensor·s at this scale ( g
3 
. . , T
3 
.. ) are the respective smoothed-out quantities of 
I J I J 
scale 1. The scale 3 can r-epresent galax ies and cluster-s of gala x ies. It is 





description can be considered where all the galax ies and clusters of galaxies 
have been smoothed-out, providing a homogeneous picture of the Universe. The 
metric and the energy momentum at scale 5 are Qiven (Q
5 
.. , Tc .. ) , were these 
- - I J · ..JI J 
are the smoothed-out quantities of scale 3. At this scale of description the 
cosmological model can suitabl y be identified wdh th• spatiall y~m::;~ 
c osmo log i c a 1 models. / ~~7 ,.,.1: 
z.1 t./1 ~. 
It has been suggested (Ell is, 1984) that there might be smoothing-out 
operators Sab and S' ab which carry the metric and the energy momentum tensors 
from one scale to another, such that 
Q3 .. 
- I J 
55--:/ Q,., .. ) = Q5 . . ; 
~ -_,1 ,1 - I .J . 
S' ::i1(T1 · . ) = T~ .. , 
~ I ,I j I J 
S ., t T ·1 - T ~3' 3 . .. - ~ .. ' 
~ I J ~ I .J 
~ ~,,,,,,... ~r 
S ra . ;, · .) :; ~ . 0,;).1 3 / 'J f cj) /Lj _/)l) ) 
where the smoothing-out operators Sab and S' ab would satisf y some properties 
1 i ke 
s ( Q . ) = Q .. 
aa - a I J -a I J S' CT .. ) = T .. , aa a1J a1 .J · 
< sab o sb ) c Q .. :> = s ,: Q . . , , c -c1J ac -c1J 
{ r- I 0 . ~ ab "' . "T . S ' ' T ) ' ~b.> ( .. >= . ,, ... ,•, a, C CI J ac CI J . b, c labels the scales). 
If the Einstein field 
s tatement because most of the experimental test of General 
on this scale), the ric g
1 
. . ~,,ill be determined b :1 
I ,I 
ij = Tlij' 
.a r·e.asonable 
it y are based 




- I J 
The application of the smoothing-out operators s
31 
and S1 31 to glij and TliJ 
119 
respectively will determine the metric and energy momentun of scale 3. However, 
in principle the Einstein field equations 
G3 .. = 
I J T3 .. ' I J . 
~ be satisfied because the Einstein tensor G3 ij o'/lJ)ned by smoot9t 
in general would not correspond to the Einstein tensor G3 ij obtain~ Gl .. IJ 
the smoothing-out metric g3 i i. Similarly, this problem also occurs from scale 3 
to scale 5. Thus a correction (or compensating) term P3 .. JJ 
is defined 
representing the smoothed-out difference between the Einstein tensor at scale 1, 
G
1 
. . , and the Einstein tensor G
3 
. . obtained from the smothed-out metric o3 .. . I J I J - I J 
Then, at scale 3 and 5 the field equations become 
G1 .. = T3 .. + P3 .. ' 
~ I J I ,I I J 
Ge: . . = Tc: . . + P
5 
.. . 
.JIJ Jl,I IJ 
The c on tr i bu t i on of t he t en s 0 c or responds to e ff e c t s of the sm a I 1 s c a 1 e t 0l 
i n h om o g e n e i t i e s of t h e Un i v e r s e on - t h e d y n am i c s of t h e sm o o t h e d - o u t s c a 1 e s . I t 
is normally written in the right hand side of the field equations because it 
represents an effective source contribution to the smoothed-out scale (it can be 
thought of as a back reaction of the geometry). 
In this chapter we will consider a lumpy Universe with two distinct 
observers: a sma 11 ~c ( SS) observer, ~·Jho can on I y measure the s.ma 11 sea 1 e 
d
. -?Jot, 
the me un and a large scale (LS) observer, who can only see the proper-ti es of 
large scale properties of the medium. We adapt the work of Noonan (1984) to 
determine the relations between the field equations for the SS medium to the LS 
medium. The correction tens.or P .. that should be introduced in the field 
IJ 
of the LS medium and the smoothed-out energy momentum tensor seen 





8.2 The Smoothing-out Operator 
Let us here give our attention to the smoothing-out problem between, say 
s c a I e 3 .c1 n d s c a I e 5 . Fr om n m.11 on s c a 1 e 3 t;J i 1 1 be refer· e d as t he sm a 1 1 s c a l e ( S S) 
and its quantities denoted with a prime (e .g. µ ' , o'· .. , etc.),. and scale 5 vJill 
• - I J 
t,"e r e f e r· e d a s t h e I a r g e s c a 1 e ( LS ) or· sm o o t h e d - o u t s c a 1 e , vJ i t h q u an t i t i e s 
denoted by,: µ, q .. , etc.). 
- I ,I 
The two-scale approach is a very common procedure in various branchs of 
physics. T~pical examples of such approach are found in Thermod ynamics and 
Statistical Mechanics. The simplest wa y to tackle the problem is to consider the 
l arge scale observer as someone who can onl y see an "average" of the smal 1 .scale 
effects. According to this principle, let us define a smoothing-out operator S 
an an averaging operator over the small scale quantities ( see Noonan, 1984): 
( 8. 1 ) 
h V J 
' . 1/2d4 d . were = ~gJ x an g 1s the determinant of 
~~55( 
thG, tr i c. lJe assume that 
t h e 4 - d i me n s i on a 1 r e g i on of i n t e gr· a t i on i s I a r g e c om p a r e d t o a t y p i c a I S S 1 e n g t h 
1 d 11 h dt t · ll"l th I Theterm ( g ·> 1/ 2 has sea e an sma w ,en compare o a yp1ca ~ eng sea e. 
been included in the definition (8.1) to make S coordinate invariant . Hm11ever, 
as pointed out by Noonan ( 1984), it does not vary significantl y over the region 
of integration. Thus we may consider Sas being 




t.oJ i th respect metric (see Noonan, 1984). In other ,~ords. , 
S(Q ·' = < Q·' . 
; i j I 
) = < Q'' ) . = [Si'Q ' )] 
j I ~ ' • ii ' (8.3 ) 
Of course, it is assumed that the operator S Just acts on the SS quantities and 
i ts action on the LS quantities is such that S(Q) = Q, 
Let us consider the 1 ine element ds2 corresponding to a coordinate 
d i s p 1 a c em e n t d x i 1J h i c h i s sm a 1 1 on t h e S S 1 e v e 1 : 




i we take dx as a constant displacement, the averaging of equation (8.4) b v 
use of eq. ( 8.2) gives 
< ds. 2 > = .) d id j X X , 
The displacement i dx is smal 1 for the SS observer and far too small 
( 8.5 ) 
to be 
perceived b y the LS observer. i If we consider now a displacement 6x which is 
sm a 1 1 f or t h e LS obs e r v e r· an d I a r g e f or t h e S S obs. e r v e r , t h e 1 i n e e l em e n t 6 s 2 
f or the LS observer should have the same form as in eq. ( 8.5 ) 
6c.2 = I "> 6 i6 j - \ g .. . X X , 
I J 
( 8.6) 
Hm~ever, i f t h e LS me t r i c i s Q . . , t h u s t h e LS obs e r v e r 1.~ o u 1 d i de n t i f y t h e 1 i n e 
-1J 
? 
element 6 s- as 
2 i j 
6s = o .. 6x 6x. 
- 1J 
? 
Hence, i f ~·Je compare these h·Jo expressions for· 6s.- we conclude that 
o .. = < o·' .. >. 
- I J - I J 
( 8. 7) 
( 8.8 ) 
This relation shows that the LS metric Q . . is obtained by smoothino_ - out the SS 
- I .J 
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.. 
me tr i c Q ' .. , that i s. Q. . = S ( g ·' .. ) . 
- IJ -1,1 IJ 
The difference between the SS metric q ' .. and the LS metric Q .. defines a 
- I J - I J 
ne 1.JJ quantit y 
h .. = 
I ,I 
,: 8. 9) 
which is not affected by the smoothing-out operator S. In fact, 
So'. h . . ) = < h .. > = < q ' .. - Q .. >, 
IJ IJ - IJ -1J 
but from eqs. (8.2 ) and (8.8) we have that 
S( h . . ) = < h .. > = 0. ( 8.10 ) 
I J I ,I 
Therefore, the difference between the SS metric and LS metric ma y var y 
considerabl y over a certain region of the space-time, nevertheless the average 
effect on the whole space-time vanishes. 
The SS obser ver and the LS observer have different perceptions concerning to 
~·Jha t ~ a sure. As an ex amp I e, the matter· densit y measur·e 
diffe~ measured by the LS observer. Suppose thatµ , is 
by the SS observer 
the matter densit y 
measur·ed by the SS observer in a certain region of the space - time; it is defined 
by 
µ ·' = dm ... / d V ' 
1 ( 8.11) 
where dm ' is the SS element of matter enclosed by the proper spatial volume 
element du' . The 4-volume of the SS observer is gi ven by 
dl ' = ds ' du ' , ( 8.12 ) 
wher·e ds.,. is the SS proper time. Since d'l' ' is a scalar, it is also gi•,i en in a 
general coordinate form by 
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dt ' 
1 1 ? 4 =to ·'"> ., _ d x. (8.13) 
The LS observer sees for the same space-time region a 4-volume which is 
given by 
d·l' = ds dv, (8.14) 
where ds olume element. Similarly to 
the SS observer, the 4-volume of the LS obse given bv 
d"T = ( g) 1/2 i X, (8.15) 
If 1,ve nm•,1 di•.Jide eq. (8.12) by (8.14) and maKe use of eqs. (8.11), (8.13) 
and (8.15 ) we finally get 
dm ·' / d v = µ ' ,: g ·' ./ g ) 1 ./ 2 d s./ d s ' , (8.16) 
but for the SS and LS observers, their proper time are given b v 
ds ·' = dt./u ' 0 , ( 8.17a) 
ds = dt ./ u0 • (8.17b) 
Thus, if 1.,Je substitute these relations into eqs. (8.16) ~oJe have that 
dm './ d1J = a µ' , (8.18a) 
where a is defined as 
a= ( g './g)l./2 u'o./uo. (8.18b ) 
The LS observer measures then a proper densityµ= aµ ' for the same mass 
that the SS observer measures as having proper densityµ,. It is worthwhile 
mentioning that the 
from µ , because the 
proper dens · ty µD e\ sured by 
tvJO observe ~n i fferent 
,......_ 
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the LS observer is different 
motion<:. ; and also ~l ~ µ (= 
• 
• 
dm/ dv) becauseµ is based on what the SS observer regards as matter, whileµ is 
based on what the LS regards as matter. 
The Eisntein field equations for the SS and LS observers are, respectively 
G·' .. = T ' .. , 
I J I J 
(8.19a) 
G .. = T .. . (8.19b ) 
IJ IJ 
Thus the difference of these two equations gives 
T .. = T" .. bG . . , 
I .J I ,I I ,I 
1, ihere rn .. = G' . - G .. • 
I ._I i J I J 
( 8.20 ) 
The quantity on the left hand side of equation ( 8.20) 
is a LS quantit y which is not affected by the smoothing-out operator S defined 
in eq. ( 8.2). However the SS quantities on the right hand side are affected by 
the smoothing-out operator S. Thus, smoothing-out eq. ( 8.20) we have 
T . . = < T ' .. > - P .. , 
I J I J I J · 
(8.21 ) 
where P .. = rn .. . It is. clear from eq.(8.21) that the cor·rect field equations 
I .J I J 
for the LS medium is given with the matter source being the smoothed-out SS 
energy momentum contribution plus the correction term contribution. 
The simplest way to find the effects proceeding from the difference P .. is 
IJ 
to consider an expansion of this contribution in terms of the difference h .. 
IJ 




8.3 The LS Energy Momentum 
l·J e sh a 1 1 e x p an d t h e r i g h t h an d s i de of e q u a t i on (8 • 21 ) i n t e rm s of t h e 
difference h . .. The expansion will be taken up to second order contributions, 
I ,I 
assuming that higher order effects are too small to be perceived by the LS 
observer. The small scale metric can be expressed as 
g' =g .. +h . . , 
i j I J I J 





The raising and lowering of indices and the covariant derivatives are calculated 
t,J i th re s.p e ct to the LS metric Q . . • The expansion of the s ymmetric connection 
-1J 
c o e ff i c i e n t s ( Ch r· i s t off e 1 s ym b o 1 s ) g i v e n i n e q . ,: 2 . 2 9 ) g i v e s. 
i 3 
S 'k + 0 (h), 
J ' 




h j 1 ; k h . k 1 J' Q 'k = g [hlk;j + J ' J • . ' 
" i 1/2 
i 1 
h j 1 , k h . k 1 J. ;:i j k = h [hlk,j + 
J '' 
The Ricci tens.or components ( e q. 2.37) become 
R' .. = R .. 
I J I J 
kl kl 
g Hijkl + h Hijkl 
where we have defined 
1/2 [h .. kl + hkl . . 









Th u s , t h e d i ff e r e n c e of t h e S S R i c c i t e n so r· an d t h e LS R i c c i t e n so r c om p on e n t s 
can be written as 
~R .. = R' .. 




= r . . + q . . + o-(h), 
I ,I I J 
(8.25a) 




=-g HijKl' (8.25b) 
(8.25c) 
The terms r . . and q .. represent the first and second order expansion 
IJ IJ 
contribution for the difference ,R .. , respectively. The difference £Gij is given 
I J 
by 
IJ = iK jl ii< jl 
hG g·' g ·' G·' Kl - g g GKl' 
which using the eqs. (8.22) and (8.25a) becomes 
= giKQJ1rn - t/2 iJQKlrn + 1/2 hiJg~:1rnK1 
- K 1 g - 'K 1 
where the contributions of the form hiKhjlRKl have been omitted as. they 
in a much finer scale tha/Jh~~ given by the third to the sixth term in 
(8.26). The 1 inear terms( ~e differ·ence have also been omitted as they gi•Je 
no smoothed-out conribution. The correction term P .. defined in eq. ( 8.21) is 
IJ 
obtained when the expression for the difference ,Gij is smoothed-out. The terms 
involving 1 inear contributions of the form< h . . K ) and th ) vanish as a 
1 J ; . ' i j ; K 1 . 







ik~jl jK~il) > 03,~ . - 9 II - g II . + 1, II) , ( 8. 27) 
This represents the expansion of the second term of eq. (821) in terms of the 
difference h .. . 
IJ 
The first term in eq. (8.21) corresponds to the smoothed-out contribution of 
the SS energy momentum to the LS !'fl~~ tensor. This contribution 
should also be exoanded in terms of the difference h . . . To do that, let us 
I ,I 
define the synchronous SS 4-velocity 
1,~h ere the SS fluid 4-velocity and = -1 and V'iV ' . = ( u 
I 
the relation g'iju , iu,j = -1 and using eq. (8.28) we get that 
~-2 = - V' ilJ ' j { Q . . • 
- I .J 
o . -2 
,l 
Expanding eq. (8.29a) up to second order in the difference h .. results 
I ._I 
In a similar manner we ma y define the LS synchronous 4-velocity as 
i / 0 
u ·' u 
which leads to 















The ratio between the determinant of the SS metric and LS metric is given in 
terms of h .. by 
IJ 
g/ /g = 1 + hi i + 1/2 [(h\l - hijhij J + o3(h). (8.33) 
The ~ensor for the SS medium is 1,Jr·itten as. 
(8.34) 
1,<Jhere µ ·' is the SS energy density and N,. ij corresponds to the mechanical stress. 
of the SS medium and peharps other fields in it. Thus the first term in the 
right hand side of eq. (8.34) is given by 
~µ -1 { , 0 . 2lJ, i lJ , j a , u .> • , (8.35a) 
where we have used eq. (8.28) and the definitionµ= aP ' . If we now use eqs. 
( 8.18b), (8.30) and (8.35a) we get 
(8.35b) 
The LS energy momentum tensor is obtained by combining eqs. (8.21), (8.27), 





The LS energy momentum tensor given by eq. (8.36a) can be interpreted as the 
sum of three different contributions: i) the first term corresponds to the 
SS smoothed-out contribution of the mass and its motion, ii) the second term is 
the smoothed-out contribution of the machanical str'ess and iii) the third term 
corresponds to the contributions of the correction tensor P . . plus the 
IJ 
contribution originated by the smoothing-out of the SS energy momentum tensor 
through its expansion in terms of the diference h . .. The energy momentum for the 
I ,I _ 
LS medium presented here corrects equation ( 48 ) given in Noonan ' s (1984 ) paper. 
It has been conjectured (Ellis, 1984 ) that th~ smoothed-au t e-.~ o~ ' 
tensor do not necessaril y satisf y the usual ' energy conditions ' ( Hawking and 
Ellis, 1973 and Wald, 1984). 
Rev. (Car·fora and Marzuol l i, 
Carfora and Marzu~ l i in a r·ecent letter to Phys. 
1984) have conclude t at by smoothing- out locally 
/i 
inhomogeneous and anisotropic closed Universe models into the closed FLRW 
Universes CA= 0), the dominant energ y condition is not violated; however a more 
accessible understanding and real application of the approach developed by them 
needs to done. 
The strong energy condition may be expressed in the form (Wald, 1984 ) 
-T/2, ( 8. 37) 
where\ is any unit timelil<e vector field. For a per·fect fluid eq. ,:S.37) takes 
the usual form µ + 3p ~ 0 and µ + p ~ O. 






condition (8.37) takes the form 
T
i j 
u . u . 
I J 
+ T/2 = < µyu 0 o > + 
where we have defined 
(8.38) 
Thus, for the strong energy condition to be satisfied for the LS energy 
momentum, eq. (8.38) must hold for any observer and so in particular along the 
LS vrnrld lines. Although some terms in eq.(8.38) have a definite sign, the 
overall contribution of the individual terms seems to have no definite sign and 
so the possibility exists of a 1Jiolation of the s.trong energ y condition. Despite 
the fact that we do not have a specific example giving negative energies, (8.38) 





We have introduced here the foundations of the smoothing-out theory based on 
the smoothing-out operator S defined in eq. (8.2). The correction term P .. that 
IJ 
must be included in the field equations for the larqe scale medium and the 
~ -
~ tensor of the LS medium are given in eqs. (8.27) and (8.36) 
respectively. It is shown that the SS observer and the LS observer have 
different perception of what they measure. In particular the proper matter 
density measured by the SS observer differs from that measured by the LS 
obser•Jer. 
The strong energy condition expressed in eq. ( 8.38) for the LS observer is 
far too complicated to provide a general statement on its range of validity. It 
inv olves, besides the first two terms, the first and second order contribution 
of the difference h . . and the contribution from the correction term P . . which 
IJ IJ 
in troduces first and second covariant derivatives of h . . . Thus, it seems more 
I .J 
appropriate to consider specific cases ~~hile in11estigating the validity of 
( 8.38). 
Equation (8.9) may be interpreted in tvJo different ~~a ys : firstly, it can 
be rewritten in the form 
g' .. =g .. +h .. , 
I J I J I J 
which immediately suggests that the whole problem can be treated as a 
perturbation 
described by 
theory, vJhere h .. is a (small) perturbation to the curved space 
IJ 
g .. . 
IJ 
Thus in this case the gravitational wave solutions to the 
vacuum 'T ' ij = 0) Einstein field equations can be straightforwardly reproduced 
b;-1 takinq g .. = 11 .. (see Isaacson, 1968). The non-vacuum ,:r , ij ~ 0) case in the 
- IJ IJ 
t.~eaK-field s 1 o~~-mot ion approximation and Ch an dr a se K h ar ,· s post-~~ewton i an 
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• 
approximation have been recently investigated by Noonan (1984 and 1985). The 
natural step to be followed is to consider the background metric g .. as the flat 
IJ 
FLRW Universe, and the general scalar perturbation for the FLRW Universes which 
in a synchronous gauge is given by ( see Brandenberger et a 1., 1983) 





Ab 13 + B, 13 J ' a. a. 
where A= A<t, xa) and B = B<t, xa). Thus, the dynamical degrees of freedom for 
the scalar metric perturbations reside in the two functions A and 8. 
The second interpretation for the eq. (8.9) is to assume it as a pure 
definition of the smoothing-out of the SS metric g ' .. . The simplest approach to 
IJ 
the smoothing-out of the SS metric is by averaging it over a certain region of 
the space-time. As. the smoothing-out here is not due to a ph ysical process, but 
purely a scale of representation problem over the surfaces t = const., the 
averaging operator defined in eq. (8.1 ) can be written in terms of the proper 
spatial volume instead of the 4-volume. 
A possible different way of seeing the smoothing-out problem, based on an 
averaging process to obtain a Universe model that looks 1 iKe the FLRW Universes, 
is by averaging the Kinematic quantities, demanding that this average vanish [ 
this may provide a natural minimum length scale be yond which the space-time can 
be seen as spatially homogeneous and isotropic J and then constructs the metric 
which corresponds to the smoothed-out quantities of the space-time. Intuitively 
this is a simple procedure, however the actual computation of the averaged 
me t r i c i s n o t a s i mp 1 e an d ~v e 1 1 de f i n e d ma t t e r . I n add i t i on , ~" e h av e n o ' a 
priori ' guarantee that the metric obtained by the averaging process used to 
average the Kinematic quantities will in fact lead to a smoothed-out space-time 
with corresponding vanishing averaged Kinematical quantities. 
The smoothing-out of local inhomogeneities at different scales of 
133 
i description of the Universe has enlarged the possibility of constructing more 
realistic Universe models as both virtues - inhomogeneous at a small scale and 
spatiall y homogeneous and isotropic at large scale - are merged in a single 
space-time structure. The implications of such ' Lumpy Universe Models' are still 
to be investigated. However we hope that the material of this chapter has 
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1-Parameter Families of Vacuum Solutions for Bianchi 
types IV, VIh and VIIh Universes 
W. L. Roque and H. J. JaKl i tsch 
Depar·tment of Applied Mathematics 
Universit y of Cape Town 
Rondebosch, 7700 
South Afr· ica 
Abstract 
Fol lowing the compactification procedure developed by Rosquist 
(1984) ~<Je shm•J that the equilibrium subsystems for Bianchi t y pes 
1J I and VII do not admit vacuum solutions. 1-parameter families 
0 0 
of •Jacuum solutions for· Bianchi t ypes IV, l)Ih and 'JIIh are 
presented. The dust and radiation solutions of Collins ( 1971) 
ar·e reobtained as solutions from the Taub equilibrium subs ystem 







For a long time controversy has surrounded the ADM based Hamiltionian 
formulation of the dynamics of spatially homogeneous cosmologies. Problems arise 
due to the non-commutativity of the variational principle with imposition of 
symmetries, i.e. the field equations obtained from a Lagrangian with symmetries 
imposed in it do not necessarily agree vJith those obtained by imposing the 
symmetries on the field equations obtained from the general Lagrangian 
(Maccallum, M.A.H and Taub, A.H., 1972). Recently, ,Jantzen (1979, 1983) has 
revived the subject and has shown that the correct field equations for spatially 
homogeneous cosmologies can be obtained from a Hamiltonian formulation of 
General Relativity by introducing a non-potential term into the equations of 
motion for the components of the 3-metric (Jantzen, 1979). 
The •.,irtue of the '-Tantzen approach 1 ies in the use of the time dependent 
a u t om or p h i sm gr o u p of t h e B i an c h i L i e a 1 g e b r a s i n or de r t o d i ago n a l i z e t h e 
metric and simplify the field equations. Bianchi metrics can al~oJa ys be 
d i ago n a I i s e d by u s e of t h e au t om or p h i sm gr· o u p an d i n some c a s e s a f u r t h e r 
simplification may be possible (Jantzen, 1979, Roque and El I is, 1985). In the 
J an t z e n f o rn, a I i sm t h e E i n s t e i n f i e I d e q u a t i on s a r e g i v e n by a s. e t of 1 2 f i r s t 
order ordinary differential equations plus 4 constraint equations. By making use 
of the constraint equations the matter variables for a perfect fluid may be 
written in terms of geometrical variables resulting in a 12 dimensional autono-
mous sys.tern. 
Based on Jantzen's Hamiltonian formulation, Rosquist (1984) has worked out 
the field equations for the Bianchi type Vlh Universe models. He shows [that on 
using the scale invariance (Jantzen, 1983) of the Einstein field equations and 




reduced effectively to a ?-dimensional autonomous system. When looking for the 
simplest cases which admit rotation, the ?-dimensional system reduces to a 4-
dimensional Taub subsystem. An exact solution for the Taub subsystem has been 
found bv Rosquist (1984) which corresponds to an expanding and rotating Bianchi 
type VI 
0 
Universe filled ~oJith r·adiation. 
feature of constant tilt angle . 
This solution has the intriguing 
In an investigation of the Taub equilibrium subs.ys.tem given by Rosquist 
(1984), we have found three other solutions which correspond to vacuum, dust and 
radiation solutions for Bianchi trpe 1JI Universes. 
0 
The vacuum solution that 1,,Je ha\Je found from the Taub equilibrium subsystem 
provided bv Rosquist (1984) has been found to be inconsistent with the results 
of Roque and Ellis (1985) (see Roque, 1985, for details), ~vho shmv that, for the 
vacuum class A Bianchi types VI and 1,JII , the special automorphism q_roup 
o o · 
parameters must be constant rather than functions of time. The 1Jacuum solution 
found by us. from the Taub equilibrium s.ubsystem contradicted this. fact. The 
problem occurs when, as in Rosquist ' s method the Hamiltonian and momentum 
constraint equations are used to replace all the matter variables by the 
geometrical variables; for, in the \Jacuum case ( since there is no matter 
present) this approach does not make sense. Instead, the constraints must be 
solved first, imposing conditions on some of the geometrical variables. 
In this paper we will examine the compactified vacuum field equations for 
class B Bianchi Uni•Jerses. 1-parameter families of vacuum solutions for Bianchi 
types IV, Vlh and 1JIIh Universes ar·e presented. For Bianchi type V, a vacuum 
s.olution has. been found fr·om the equilibrium s ystem cor·res.ponding to an open (I( 
= -1) •.Jacuum FRW Univer·se . In particular·, l.\Je shm,i that the equilibrium 
subsystem for the vacuum Bianchi Type VI does not admit a solution. A similar 
0 
result also holds for the compactified equilibrium system of field equations for 
vacuum Bianchi type VII 
0 
This supports the result of Roque <1985) that any 
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.,. 
so 1 u ti on of the equ i 1 i br i um subsystem for Bianchi types VI and ~)I 1 must 
0 0 
have 
constant special automorphism group parameters. The dust and radiation solutions 
for Bianchi type VI presented here are not new; they belong to the family of 
0 
solutions previously found for Bianchi t ype l)l by Coll i ns ( 1971). Hor,~e•Jer as 
0 
they hat)e been reobtained in an approach different to that used by Coll ins, we 
will briefl y describe them for sake of completeness. 
The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2 gives an overview of the 
Rosquist ( 1984) Taub subsystem for Bianchi t ype VIh and defines some quantities 
in terms of his notation. [ We will follow his notation throughout this paper J. 
Section 3 gi ves the changes that must be made in order to obtain the correct 
compactified field equations for vacuum Bianchi t ype VIh and we show that there 
is no solution for the •.)acuum equilibrium sub5fstem of t ype 'J I . 
0 
The vacuum 
solutions for the Bianchi t ypes IV, Vlh and VIIh Universes are also presented. 
Section 4 gives the dust and radiation solutions. Section 5 carries some 
concluding remarks . 
2. The Taub subsystem 
In order to introduce some notation which will be used in the following 
sections, we review the Taub subsystem given by Rosquist (1984). This 4-
dimensional 5.ubs ystem for Bianchi type ') lh is characterized by { v = 1, s = O, 
r 1 = + r 2 } ; the equations are 
C = B+ - 8 os+' ( 1 . a) -+ 
r· = C - 8 r ( a = 2' 3) ' < 1 . b) a a 0 a' 





A solution for the equi I ibrium subsystem of ( 1) ( obtained by setting al I 
deri vatives zero, i . e., s = r = u = 0 
+ a ' 
u ~ 0 ) , has been found by Rosquist 
( 1984 ) , ( note a misprint in the solution presented there ) for a radiation filled 
Bi anch i b pe VI universe. His correct solution is gi ven by: 
0 
s+ = 1/ 2, 
r
2 
= ( -3 + a )/ 12,J2, 
r 
3 
= ( 1 + a)./32)1", 
u = ( 283 - 21a)/24576, 
(2.a ) 
(2.b ) 
( 2, C) 
(2.d ) 
~·Jhere a= ,J33. The metric for this solution is given e ;~ pl icitl y in Rosquist, 
( 1983 ) . 
The energy-densit y P in the reduced phase space is given by 
~ 2 " -1 
P = 3P/ 2N , P = CY - 1) ( Cl' 2 ) E + r ,ff :> , 
~~ i th the 1 i mi t i n g case 




613° - .~ 
= e · and :>-. = p 
0 
The expansion scalar of the normal congruence is determined by 




) 0 ( ( 0 ) corresponds to contraction ( expansion ) 
congruence. We choose p to be neqa ti ve in or·der to have e 
0 -
directed awa y from the singularity. 
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the norma 1 
i . e. ti me 
' 
The length scalar 1 and the shear scalar o are defined b ;v (Ellis, 1971): 
1/ 1 = 0/3, 
The t i lt angle, .f3, in the reduced phase space is given by 
- -2 
sinh f.s = (2E - D)/(YD - 2E), 
val id for· 1 < Y 2, w i th a 1 i mi t in g case for i' = 
2 - -2 
s i n h J3 = :::.'./ ( E 
given by 
( 6 ) 
(8.a) 
(8.b) 
It turns out that .fs is constant for· the solution (2). Actualh' an/ tilted 
solution of the equilibrium s.ubsystem vJill have constant tilt angle ~vith the 
exceptional cas.es of YD-+ 2,.)I, 1,Jhich cor·r·esponds to ~vhimper s.ingularities, J3 -t <0 
(Ellis and King, 1974). 
3. The vacuum solutions for Bianchi types IV, V, Vlh and VIIh 
The compactification procedure developed by Rosquist cannot be applied 
directly to the vacuum cas.e. A solution to the equilibrium s:,1 stem of eqs . . (1) 
has been found, and is given by 
"' = 5/8, ~+ u = 1/ 192, ( 9) 
which has ( from eq. 8.a) P = 0. However this does not correspond to a solution 
of the Einstein field equations. As described in the introduction, the failure 
of this solution is due to the fact that in the vacuum case the momentum 
constraints are identically zero, and so they cannot be used to replace the 
matter variables by the geometrical variables as has been done by Rosquist. 
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Indeed, i n the vacuum cas.e there is no matter· to consider. Thus, ,,~hen 
considering the Rosquist compactified system for the vacuum case of Bianchi t ype 
VIh ( no restriction to the Taub subsystem is needed) the following amendments 
must be made in order to get the correct compactified set of equations: 
B = -3K/ 2 w, 
0 
(10.a) 
" " A Hl = H2 = H3 = 0' (10.b) 
A 
~~h i Ch imply I = f = f. = 0 where (a= 1, 
a I 
3 and i = +, - ) . l·J i th these 
am e n dm e n t s. , the equations given b v Rosquist (1984) become the correct 
compactified system for· vacuum Bianchi type lJih. l,Jhen looking for equilibrium 
"' solut ions the momentum constraints, H = O, 
a 
should first be solved, imposing 
conditions on the geometric variables r and then these conditions are applied 
a' 
to the coupled ?-dimensional autonomous subsystem ( Rosquist, 1984, eq. 3.7 with 
deri vati ves set equal to zero) which now must be solved in order to obtain 
explict vacuum solutions. 
Following Rosquist (1984), the compactified field equations for Bianchi 
types IV, V and VIIh have been obtained. The y are given in the Appendix. As has 
been pointed out by Rosquist (1984), the value of v = corresponds to a 
singularit y in the parametrization of the metric for t ypes V and VIIh and so we 
restrict •., to 1 ie in the range of O < v < 1 for· these t:1pes. 
A 
For the class A Bianchi types VI and VII the conditions H = 0 impl y that 
o o' a 
r = 0. Thus the equilibrium conditions r = 0 ar·e triviall y s.atisfied. The 
a a 
condition v = 0 implies s. = O, 1.1Jhich i.,,1hen applied to the condition s = 0 
requir·es that 
0, wh i 1 e for 
B = o. However, for Bianchi t ype VI , B = 0 requir·es that 
0 -
u = 
Bianchi type 1JI I , B = 0 forces v = 1. Therefore, in both cases 
0 -
the equilibrium conditon forces the geometric variables u and v to be out of 




previous condition u ~ 0 and in the case of type VII , 
o · 
v = 1 contradicts the 
condition v < 1). So we conclude that there are no vacuum solutions for the 
equilibr· ium subsystems for Bianchi t:ipes ~)I and 1JII. 
0 0 
The situation in the class 8 case is somewhat different. 
,... ,... 
constraints H1 = H2 = 0 are satisfied by setting r 1 = r 2 = O, while the 
" condition H
3 
= 0 gives a relation between the geometric variables r
3 
and s+. 
The equations r 3 = ' O and s+ = 0 lead to the same expression for 80 in terms of 
the variables and 'J. 1,.Jh en this expression is substituted 
into the equation obtained from u = O, the result is an equation relating r 3 
to 1J, Thus the equilibrium s.ys.tem can be solved explicitly once a value of 
v has been assumed. 
If 1J e c on s i de r v as a p a r am e t e r , t h e e x p 1 i c i t r e 1 a t i on s be tl,J e e n t h e 
geometric variables r 3 , u, ands+ and the parameter v for Bianchi t ypes IV, Vlh 
and VIIh are given by 
= f ' 2f'j )-1 [1 + f2112 2,2)-1 r 
3 
- •, 'i _,av ., a ,, , o'.11.a) 
2 -2 u = (12av + f /av) , (11.b) 
(11.c) 
where 2 2 2 B
0 
= 2( s+ - 1) and f = {1J , v + 1, v - 1} for types {1 1,), 1-J lh and Vllh} 
res.pectively. They are va 1 id for 0 < V 5 for types I lJ and l.) I h and 0 < \) < 
for type lJ I I 
h and h 
~ 0 for Bianchi types 'JI h' VI I h and ~I/ i th a = 1 for t ype IV. 
The explicit forms for· the metric corre ·:;pond i ng to each of these solutions 




Bianchi type IV: 
ds2 = 
-? -1 ? 2 3 ? '"' r-s / '.=l+B ' 1 ? + V -u (1./4 + B ./12)-t ((I,!)- - vir't' o· ~ 0 ,' (I,! (l.l-, 
0 
( 1 2) 
2 -1 2? 2 f-8 /'"'+B) 1 ? d t + V [ V C - + S ] t ' 0 . " 0 . ( (I,! ) - + 
3 where the automorphism group parameter 8 is given by 
B [2a(3 + B )J-l ln t. ( 1 4) 
0 0 
and for br·ev it:>' we have defined {c' s} = {cosh 83 sinh 83} for· Bianchi t yp e VI h - ' 
and {c' s} = {cos 83 sin 83} for Bianchi t :,pe VI I h ~<Ii th (h ~ 0) and the ' 
par· ame ter a = for type IV. 
The kinematic quantities for these solutions - expansion and shear - are 
e 3(3 B -1 -1 <15.a) = + ) t ' 0 
? )]2 -2 o- = 3/4 [ ( 2 + B )./(3 + B t ' (15.b) 0 0 
where B = B <v) and restricted to B ~ - 2. 
0 0 0 






2 2 2 -? 7 ? ? 2 ds = - dt + t (e -·cdx- + dy-) + dz J, ( 16) 
where the expansion is given by 8 = 3t- 1 and the shear vanishes . 
4. The Dust and Radiation solutions 
A dust solution to the Taub equilibrium subsystem (1) for Bianchi type VI 
0 
universe is given by: 
s = 1./4, + 
r1 = r· = r3 = 0' 2 
u = 1/256. 
(17 .a ) 
(17.b) 
( 17.c) 
It turns out that the tilt angle defined in eq. (8 .b) vanishes, ~ = 0. This 
implies that the fluid flovJ 1 ines ar·e hyper:.ur-face orthogonal. The expan:. ion , 
shear, length scalar and energy density are given by: 
8 2 
-1 = t ' ( 18.a) 
1/2,J3 
-1 
0 = t ' i'.18 .b ) 
= 1 t2/3, 1 = cons t. ~ 0' 0 0 ( 18.c) 
p = 
-? 
t - (18.d) 
In the invariant basis of type VI (Jantzen, 1979) the 1 ine element of this 
0 
solution is given by: 
( 1 9) 




(I) = coshz dx + sinhz dy (20.a) 
2 
(u = sinhz dx + coshz dy C 20 . b) 
3 




Thus in the coordinate basis the line element is 
ds2 = -dt 2 + tcosh2z dx 2 + tcosh2z dy2 + 4t 2dz 2 + 2tsinh2z dxdy 
A radiation solution of eqs. (1) for Bianchi type VI is given by : 
0 
s+ = 1/ 2, 
u = 1/ 192 
Again this represents a non-tilted solution with fluid 4-velocit y 
( 1 ,o,o,o ) . The expansion, shear, length scalar and energ y density are 
El 3/2 
-1 = t 
,J3./ 4 -1 {l = t 
= 1 tl/2 1 = cons t. ~ 0' 0 ' 0 
p 3./8 -2 = t 
The l i ne element in the invariant basis is giOJen by : 












2 ? 1/ ? 2 11? ? ? 2 1 / ? 






We have presented here a 1-parameter family of vacuum solutions for Bianchi 
types I'J, l.)Ih and VIIh Universes (for types VIh and VIIh h gives. , in fact, a two 
parameter family), As far as ~·Je have been able to establish the equivalence, or 
otherwise, between our solutions and previously found exact solutions for these 
B i an c h i t y p e s. l i s t e d i n Kr am e r e t a l . ( 1 9 8 0 ) , t h e y a r· e n e ~oJ • Th e so I u t i on s h av e 
been o tained as equilibrium solutions for the compactified ,., acuum field 
equations for these models. The vacuum solution for the equilibr· ium s ys tem of 
Bianchi type V corresponds to an open (k = -1 ) vacuum FRW Universe. The metrics 
are given in terms of the compactified geometric var iable v, which pla ys the 
role of a bounded parameter. An explanation for there being an infinite family 
of solutions for each t ype can be gi ven by considering the shear (eq. 15b ) . 
Since the shear is a function of the parameter v , by varying v we va r y the ·shear 
and consequentl y the expansion rate. Hence the shear is to some ex tent arbitrar y 
i n much the same way as in the vacuum Bianchi t ype I Uni ver se <Heckmann and 
Schucking, 1962). 
tJe ha•., e s.hovm that the equilibrium s.ubs ystems for Bianchi types tJI and VII 
0 0 
admit no vacuum solutions. In addition, we have also presented non-tilted dust 
and radiation solutions for type VI, ~o.Jhich ~<Jere obtained a·: equilibrium 
0 
solutions to the Taub subsystem given in section 2. These two solutions are not 
nevJj the y have been previously found by Coll ins ( 1971) (see Kramer· et al. 1980 
with correct addendum). 
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Appendix 
The c om p a c t i f i e d field equations for Bianchi t ypes I l..J , 
given by ( we follow the same definitions as Rosquist, 1984): 
w = - 1/ 2 CB t 2)w , 
0 
s = 8 - s 8 t t t 0 
u = - 2u [B
O 
t 2 C 1 - st t ,J 3s ) ] 
Po= Po 8o 
r· =C -rB a a a o' 
V = 2,[3 1J S 
~·Jher·e for Bianchi t y pe l 1J ~~e have 
and 
8 = - 3/2 ( 2 - Yl [ - 1/ 2 C3Y -2 )Q t 
0 
( 4 - 3Y:>f CY[>) -l, 
? 2 4 - - -1 Bt = 3[r
1
- t r 2 ] - 24uv t It(YD) , 
8 
? 2 " 4 -1 
= ,J3[ r· 1 - - r 
2 
t 2r/J - 24 ,J3uv t }:_(YD) , 
C ' 3 r> . ¢ , .,,.-D. -1 1 = - ~ st t ~js_Jrl t £1~' J ' 
C - ,.., --;:- ( ,.., ~ . ¢ ' ,- . -1 
2 - £~3r 1r 3 - . ~st - ~~s_Jr 2 t ~2 ~}D J , 






t 48 ,J3uv - 2,J3s_r 3 t r3 •.YD.l , 
2 2 2 2 ·, 
K = 1 - st 
.;_ 
- s - r1 - r 2 - r - 3 
? ? 
W = 12u v-[12 t v-J, 
" 2 2" ? /' ';> I= 48u[H
1 
t v H - t H -] 
2 3 ' 
A 
H1 = 3vr 1, 
- A 2 ?A? "2 
It = 48u[H
1 
t v-H 2- - 2H3 J, 
" H2 = - vr 1 t 3r 2 , 
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V and lJ I I h are 
• 
.. 
" 2 2"? " y = 48,J 3u [ H1 v H2-J' H3 = - 2,J3vs -+ 
" - " H t' t' " t' " " ':' = 96 ,J3uH1 3 , 
.... = 96~3uvH?H,.,, k3 = - 96,J3uvH 1 H2 • .... 1 ,:.2 - .:> 
()l'ld for Bianchi types 'J and '-,Jlih t.ve halJe 
B = - 3/2 (2 - YlK - 1/ 2 C3Y - 2 )8 + (4 - 3Y )fCYDl-l, 
0 
2 2 ? F" ·ro · -1 B = 3[r 1 + r 2 J - [24uf-JVII + .:.+ ( .> ' + 
h 
2 2 2 - -
2 
'J r3, 
B = ,fj [ r 1 r2 + 2(1 + 2)f-1 . 2) V . r 3 [24,J3u ( l + v )fJVII + f 
i }'Q)-1 
' . ' 
h 
Wi th 
2 2 2 ..... 'j 
12u{[f2JV1I + 
~, ·) 
K 1 L 
,._ g 12a L 'J -] ' = - s.+ - s - r - r2 - r3 = 1 h 
~ A 2 ?-"? " ? ,.. .l.. = 48u[ + lJ-H2- + H3-J' H1 = 3a1.Jr 1 + [r2JtJIIh 1 
,.. 2 ?A 2 A ·:i I\ ':' = 48u[ Hl + v-H 2 - 2H3-J, H2 = [- lJr1\11I + 3ar 2 , .... + 
h 
" 2 '?t' 
'"\ /\ y = 48 ,J3[ Hl - v-H,/J, H3 = 2,J3avs+ - [fr·....,J,,II ' ,._ 
.:) V h 
A ,... ('\ A I\ /\ /\ " /\ 2 ':' = ·:;·t.,J3uH 1 H2 , 
':' = 96 ,J3uvH2H3 , 
':' = 96 ,J3u v H1 H2 and f = ,; V - 1 ) . .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 
f or Bianchi type V ~ve have a= 1 and the terms [ J'-JII are set equal to zero. 
h 
f or t y p e s V I h an d 'J I I h , h i s a p a r· am e t e r· ,,v i t h r an g e - ,:o :l h :l ,o • [ I n or· de r t o 
o b tain the correct compactified equations for the vacuum cases of t ypes IV, 'JI 
h 
a nd VIlh, the amendments ( 10) must be made to the general equations provided in 
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